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SPEECHES
APPROXIMATE TRANSCRIPT OF THE OPENING ADDRESS TO TROPICON

Paul Wilson.

When Les Pearson telephoned me asking me to be the
opening speaker at the 1988 Caving Conference I was
both flattered and honoured. The invitation was quite
unexpected. It has given me the opportunity to return to
the north, albeit briefly, and to renew very dear friendships.

In opening the conference let me, as a certified Queenslander, extend a warm Australian welcome to our overseas
guests and an enthusiastic welcome to Queensland to
our interstate visitors. To those, like myself, from elsewhere in the State, "glad you could make it - isn't it a
relief to get away from Expo City", and to the locals, "it's
great to be back in your lovely part of the world".
As I wasn't sure what the theme of my talk should be Les
suggested that the early days of the ChiUagoe Caving
Club would be an appropriate topic, and so it is. If my
account is a personal view I hope I shall be forgiven, as
there are many stories other than mine. In a sense the
club was in existence before I ever arrived in ChiUagoe
as there has been regular local caving activity since 1890.
For me, arriving in Chillagoe in December 1972 to begin
work as a labourer for the Forestry Department was the
end of an overland trek from England. I never thought
that I would stay for nearly four years.
Pat Kinnear used to talk about "the cavers from Cairns"
and I met many of them when AIan Cummins, Tom
Robinson and Les Pearson, arrived in town with a mob
of Venturer Scouts. I was only the catalyst, as I had been
on caving club committees in the V.K. and knew what
needed to be done. We quickly started talking about the
possibilities, with the younger local cavers supplying
enthusiasm, and the Kinnears adding wisdom and respectability.
The original philosophy, which appears to have endured, was to keep the bureaucracy to a minimum, make
the paperwork as efficient as possible, keep the annual
subscription low and get on with the caving. We organized a public meeting in the Chillagoe Hall, formed the
club, chose a nice simple name, elected Vince Kinnear
as President, myself as Secretary/Treasurer and went
caving.
The years 1973 and 1974 were the most formative. We
bought some ladders and nylon rope and taught most of
the members the basics of tackling pitches and proper
belaying. We taught ourselves surveying and mapping
and embarked on a programme of identifying and tagging all
aU the known caves. This project, which was to take
a further two years, was a legacy of the 1968 visit to
Chillagoe
ChiUagoe of the Sydney Speleological Society. The SSS

had left behind a map, with all the "known" caves on it,
and a large bunch of orphan aluminium cave tags.
The tagging project developed into the current register
of caves at ChiUagoe and the Mitchell-Palmer, which
has been so magnificently prepared by the club under
the umbrella of the Queensland National Parks and
Wildlife Service.
In those early days we enjoyed very many amusing
incidents of which one of the most funny was the day we
learnt the art of digging. Having mapped much of the
Queenslander we knew that there was more to be found
in the area, and we were starting to map Cathedral Cave.
Having done much digging in Yorkshire and South
Wales, silted up phreatic tubes were just my thing and I
started to dig into a likely one. Ralph Page thought this
was highly amusing, and sat and passed appropriate
cynical comment - until I got a strong draught - in fact a
wind. Then Ralph and a few others joined in - until
Ralph became stuck in the hole.
Came a distant muffled voice, "What do I do now?"
"Take off your helmet", was the reply. This was accompanied by gestures to the others and to Ralph's ankles.
"Now dig the helmet into the soil in front of your face".
"Grip the helmet tightly", and with that, we pulled
Ralph's ankles bringing him and half the tunnel with
him. When we saw Ralph's face and the state of his
helmet everyone collapsed in a heap. Within half an
hour we were standing in the Queenslander.
One of the most interesting systems at Chillagoe is
Christmas Pot, and an exchange through trip on SRT is
thoroughly recommended. The cave is unusual for Chillagoe because all entrances are vertical and it had an undived sump at the end.
One September day Vince stopped the Forestry Landrover next to what is now called Suicide (after Suicide
Bend in the Mungana road - now removed). Graeme
Hawkins and I groveled around in a four layer wedding
cake type of a thing at the west side of the bluff until
Vince headed off for the top of the bluff, and we
followed. Vince sat down on the peak of the bluff while
we wandered around until we found a large black rift
with a cold wind coming out of
ofit.
it. "Jeepers, Vince, come
and look at this!", but the smile on Vince's face indicated
he knew the cave was there all the time.
The Christmas visit of The Cavers generated much
interest and so we set off with our new ladders, ropes and
the borrowed Forestry ladders. By the rift there was
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considerable debate as to the depth of the hole, and
eventually we clipped on 3 25 foot sections and I elected
to go down first. The rift opened into a roomy vertical
cavern that just swallowed my light, and the ladder had
an ominous swing to it. At about 40 feet down it was clear
that the ladder was nowhere near the bottom. Back to
the top and on went our last section. This time Ricky
Hipworth had a turn and made it to the ledge at about
100 feet down. The bottom of the rift turned out to be
another ladder length down but we climbed it on a hand
line. That was probably the best day's caving any of us
had in the early days, but it was another year before
Suicide had yielded most of its secrets.

If there was a point at which The Chillagoe Caving Club
became respectable it was at the 1974ASF conference at
The University of Queensland. There were two Chilla~ delegates, TOOl Robinson and myself, and we managed
to persuade many other delegates to pay us a visit. The
club benefited enormously from the contacts we made,
and has gone from strength to strength.

I should like to finish with a change of mood, by paying
my respects to two people who ought to be here, and are
sadly missed. Pat Kinnear was a fount of wisdom in
Chillagoe and was popular with all the visiting cavers. A
visitor in January 1975 on his first trip to Chillagoe was
Joe Jennings, and the visit altered his perception of
tropical karst, but not so
SO much as it altered mine. Joe
quickly became known in the top pub as 'The Professor',
and he was accompanied by one of his students, Joyce
Lundberg. We spent a week exploring and in animated
discussion about the formation of the caves, a discussion
which continued through correspondence and papers.
Caving in the far north is different, exciting, and great
fun. I am sure that this conference and the subsequent
field trips will live up to the expectations of all the
visitors. Welcome to everybody, and good caving.

Paul Wilson,
26 Pavo Street,

Camp Hill,
Brisbane, Q., 4152.
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THE JENOLAN CAVE SYSTEM SURVEYING PROJECT.
PART 1· TECHNIQUES AND COMPUTING.
Mark H. Bonwick, Russell Q. Bridge, Chris D. Dunne, Julia M. James, David J. Martin and Greg M. Tunnock.

ABSTRAcr

The range of techniques used to survey The lenolan Cave
System are presented. The methods of data reduction,
plotting and graphics are included. The way in which the
plans and sections are going to be produced for publication and used is announced. The methods used for
checking accuracy are described.
INTRODUCTION
The Jenolan Cave System Surveying Project - Part 1
(James et al., 1988) contained the history, organisation
and an assessment of The Jenolan Cave System Surveying Project. This paper discusses the technical aspects of
the survey and presents the methods and instruments
used and the computer techniques used to reduce the
field data and produce a traverse plot.
INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS
Survey datum
The survey datum point is a surveyors drill hole and
wings on top of Camp Rock in the Grand Arch. This
station (GOOO1) was given arbitrary coordinates of E
3000.0, N 7000.0 and Ht 800.0. At a later stage it is
planned to tie this point into the National Grid. Both the
surface and underground surveys have this datum. A
magnetic bearing of 75 degrees between surface survey
points GOOl1 and DOOO1 (bolthead in roof of pumphouse)
provides the baseline for the bearings of the theodolite
surveys.

Civil and Mining Engineering, University of Sydney)
with an SDR2 Electronic Field Book, essentially a data
logger/computer. This instrument has infra-red electronic distance measurement (EDM) and a resolution
of 1 mm for distance and 1 second for angles. In terms
of accuracy, the standard deviation is + / - (5 mm +3
ppm) for distance measurement and + /- 4 seconds for
angles.
Nikon NTD-3 - This did not have the data logger /
computer and therefore was not as convenient for the
sketcher. This instrument was used for the JubileeImperial main traverse and for the surface survey. It has
the same precision and accuracy as the above Sokkisha
Set 3. Angles were manually reduced.
Civil Eng. 'ancient theodolite' (Cooke, Troughton &
Simms V 108) - This instrument was used for the wire
sections of the Righthand branch of the Jubilee cave.
This instrument has a resolution of 1 minute. However,
in restricted passages the lighter, more mobile forestry
compasses are much easier to use. Angles were manually reduced.
Underground theodolite survey team - A party would
comprise;
- theodolite operator
- forward tripod operator
- rear tripod operator
- data recorder
- passage detail and station cross section
sketcher

Instruments
A wide range of surveying instruments have been used
as different sections of the caves have been surveyed to
appropriate standards. The main tourist paths and the
surface have been surveyed at the highest possible
standard. At the other end of the scale the survey of
areas which it has not been possible to enter because of
delicate decoration can only be estimated.

Theodolites
Most of the main tourist paths have been surveyed by
theodolite with electronic distance measuring (EDM).
Included angle techniques are necessary in these areas
due to magnetic interference from metallic handrails,
wire mesh and power cables.

Sokkisha Set 3 - Most of the underground theodolite
work was carried out with a Sokkisha Set 3 (School of

Advantage of instant XYZ coordinates - The Sokkisha
Set 3 computer calculates rectangular station coordinates as each leg is surveyed. These are recorded in the
data logger's memory and also on booking sheets by the
data recorder as a backup and for the sketcher who may
be several stations behind the instruments. High grade
sketches can then be made immediately to scale. Having
rectangular coordinates available in the cave for plotting
improves both the rate and quality of passage sketching.
The other instruments can only produce angle and
distance and the sketcher is required to mentally reduce
this in order to scale the sketch.

Tripod placement - The rate determining step both in
this and other theodolite surveying is usually the tripod
placement. The function of the forward tripod operator
is to set up the tripod at each new station, mark the
survey station and measure the height of the prism
above the station. Both tripod operators must light the
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prisms to allow instrument readings to be taken. When
a set of readings at a station are complete the rear tripod
operator passes his tripod to the forward tripod operator in a leap frogging system. Where party numbers were
limited the rear tripod and data recording functions
were combined. The data recorder also records passage
left, right, up and down data at each station.

a survey team of only two or three people.
Surface survey stations, where they are on rock, have
been marked with a drill hole and wings; otherwise a
surveyor's peg has been placed. Two-way radios were an
advantage when working on some of the longer survey
legs.

Occasional problems were encountered with the tripods
in narrow or low passages. These were usually solved by
innovative tripod placements. In at least one instance a
low section was surveyed by placing a tribrach directly
on the passage floor. In narrow cave passages it was not
unusual for a tripod to block access and passages where
this was likely to occur were surveyed at times when
there were no tours. Tourists occasionally had to climb
around tripods.

The present northern and southern extremes of the
surface survey are, respectively: the Spider Cave entrance tag and station s0005 opposite the entrance to
Binoomea Cut. Station SOOO6, on top of Lucas Rocks is
150m above Camp Rock (the survey datum point) and is
the second highest station. Another, slightly higher
station is nearly a kilometre away to the north beside the
Six Foot Track on the edge of Binoomea Ridge.

Theodolite stations - All theodolite stations were permanantly marked. This was necessary to allow a survey
to be continued at a later date and so that tripods could
be reset if accidently bumped. In the cave on the northern side of the system these were usually drill holes in the
concrete paths. In the Southern caves masonry nails
were driven into the concrete or rock. The nails were
found to be much easier to relocate as some drill holes
tended to fill up with dirt or muddy water and disappear,
whilst others proved virtually indistinguishable from
drip holes in the path.

Surface theodolite survey team - A party would
comprise;
- instrument operator
- data recorder (booker)
(hooker)
- tripod operator

Markers from old surveys, particularly the survey through
Lucas, Orient and Baal for the Binoomea Cut, were
used when convenient. Even if the old survey marks
were not convenient for a main traverse station they
were usually surveyed in by a radiation for reference.
Surface Survey - An important difference of the surface
survey from the underground survey was the use of
triangulation (and trilateration - measuring distances).
In contrast, the underground survey, including the underground theodolite survey was almost entirely traversing,
i.e. progression from station to station one leg at a time.
Because of the relatively long survey legs involved in the
surface survey (up to 85Om),
850m), it was desirable to establish
a network of stations where the connecting legs form a
series of braced figures. To illustrate: a rectangular
figure where the diagonals have also been measured, is
a stronger figure, mathematically, than one where only
the sides have been measured. Thus, from a given
station readings might be made to two or three or even
four other stations.
Again because of the longer length of most of the
surface survey legs, the placement of tripods often
involved a circuitous walk between stations (up to three
times the line of sight distance) and, in general, readings
could not be taken till all tripods were in place. Rather
than leave the hooker
booker and reader idle and then, in turn,
tripod operators for long periods, it was common to use

4

Depending upon the placement of some surface survey
stations, a tripod "minder" was more often necessary
than an operator. For example, station s0014 on the
roadway on de Burgh's Bridge near the Grand Arch
needed a "minder" to keep vehicles from demolishing
the tripod.
Forestry Compass
Ushikata forestry compasses were used in many of the
narrow tourist sections where magnetic interference
was a problem. These instruments were made available
to the Project by Keith Oliver and Hills Speleological
Society. They are a tripod mounted instrument with a
compass, inclinometer and a telescopic sight and are
used to conduct included angle surveys. These were
usually read to a precision of 0.5 degree. Distance
measurement was by fibreglass tape read to the nearest
0.05 m. Forward and backward sights were taken to
specific levels on wooden sticks with tape measures
glued to them (a staff in surveyors parlance). Stadia
techniques were not used. Survey stations were marked
with drill holes.
Forestry compass survey team - A party would
comprise;
- compass operator
- forward staff and tape operator
- rear staff operator
- data recorder
- passage floor detail and station cross section
sketcher
Where party numbers were limited the data recording
function was combined with either the sketching or rear
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staff operation. Passage detail was normally sketched by
neglecting the magnetic anomalies and using forward
bearings as true bearings. This obviated the need to
calculate included angles in the cave but resulted in
some less than correct sketches.
Calibration - These instruments were not calibrated.
Calibration of the inclinometer is not warranted as the
reading at each station is dependent upon the accuracy
to which the instrument is levelled (usually achieved by
a spirit level attached to the instrument).
Tape, Compass and Clinometer
Most side passages were surveyed using conventional
tape, compass and clinometer surveys. Suunto instruments, KB-14 compass and PM -5 clinometer, and fibreglass tape were almost invariably used. These were read
to the nearest 0.5 degree and 0.05 m respectively.

Thread Measurement Devices
Most of the Imperial Riverway and some side passages
were surveyed using topofils built by AI Warild. These
instruments comprise a thread length counter, compass
and clinometer mounted together as a single unit. A
counter reading is recorded at each survey station as
cotton thread is spooled out between the stations. The
length of the survey leg is calculated by taking the
difference in counter readings.
Topofil Survey Team - A party would comprise;
- topofll operator
- data recorder and passage floor detail and
cross section sketcher
Surveys were typically conducted as a series of backsights and all thread was removed. Survey stations were
not normally marked.
Range Finders

Suunto survey team - A party would comprise;
- instrument reader
- tape operator
- data recorder and passage floor detail and
cross section sketcher
Surveys were usually conducted as a series of forward
sights. Where a survey started in an area where magnetic
interference was possible backsights were often taken to
the tie in point to keep the compass as far from the
interference as possible. On several occasions these
instruments were used for included angle surveys.
Survey stations were not usually marked unless a junction or point to be continued from at a later date
required marking. Plastic track marking tape held in
place with a rock or tied to a suitable feature was the
most commonly used method. Marking pens were used
to write the station label on the tape.
Calibration - Compasses were calibrated by having two
people sight each compass between two points in the
upper car park at Jenolan. This data was used to determine a mean bearing, deviation from mean for each
compass and standard deviation. Two compasses out of
eleven had a deviation from the mean in excess of the
standard deviation. A new mean was calculated with
these two compasses excluded from the data set. The
resulting standard deviation was 0.5 degrees. Calibration constants for each compass were determined using
this mean. The compass with the worst error (-2 degrees) was withdrawn from service. Clinometers were
calibrated by setting each one on a flat plate and having
two people take a sight. The clinometer was then turned
through 180 degrees and the sights repeated. Calibration constants for each instrument were determined
from this data.

In passages that could not be entered a 'Ranging 120'
optical range fmder was used to measure distance.
Underwater Surveying
Underwater surveys were carried out using a calibrated
diving line, divers compasses and depth gauges.
Data Sbeets
Tape, compass and topofll data was recorded on a
standard form originally developed for the Muller '82
expedition. Special data sheets were designed for recording data from other instruments. A data header
page was used to record the section of cave, date,
surveyors and instruments.
COMPUTER DATA REDUcnON
Mainframe Computing - ~uring 1987 the survey data
was processed on a Unisys 1100 series mainframe
computer. A Fortran program written by Oavid Martin
in 1982 to handle the Atea Kananda data was modified
to accept Topofll and included angle survey data. Some
traverse plots were produced on a 750 mm wide Calcomp drum plotter.

PC computing -At the start of the project consideration
was given to using SMAPS Version 3 (Dotson,
(Ootson, 1985).
Whilst this integrated program provides a user friendly
data entry and least squares loop closure facility it had
several major disadvantages for this project: it did not
support thread measurement or included angle data; it
did not calculate coordinates for left, right up and down
me
data; and did not support plotters. Whilst the data flle
structure used by this project is unique the coordinate
calculation program could easily be modified to create
.iJ~ ""'jt;''''/~,,"
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SMAPS compatible files. The data file structure was
designed with this possibility in mind.
In December 1987 the survey data and Fortran data
reduction program were transferred from the mainframe to an IBM AT personal computer. The program
was extensively enhanced during the early part of 1988.
Large plots are handled by transferring ASCII MS-DOS
format plotting files to a Hewlett Packard CAD system
(Figure 1). Checking plots atA4 and A3 maybe generated on a HP7475A plotter using the Autocad computer
aided drafting (CAD) package. A text editor (SPFPC) is
used for entering and editing data.
Data from the Sokkisha SDR2 was initially processed
using the 'SURVIS' survey information system (Foresight Systems and Datacom Group) consisting of seven
modules. A Fortran program was written to convert files
generated by this system to the format used on the IBM
AT.

equipment are typically less than 50 mm. The high grade
theodolite survey effectively constrains the coordinates
of many junctions in what is quite a complex network.
The closure problem is then reduced to a number of
fairly small simple networks. Closed junction coordinates for these networks are determined using methods
similar to those given by Irwin and Stenner (1975). More
sophisticated treatment of the misclosures, such as least
squares adjustment, is unlikely to improve the final
product as most misclosures are small.

FIELD

a.. TA COt.UCTION

SQ(I(ISHA

SDRI!

Traverse plotting - A plotting program was developed
by Greg Tunnock on a Hewlett Packard CAD system
comprising a HP9000 model 350 and HP7580 plotter
capable of handling Al sheets. Time on this computer
system was provided by J.N. Almgren. Plots are normally generated at a scale of 1:200. Solid lines are used
to represent the traverse lines and dotted lines represent
the left and right or up and down data. The station label
and a symbol may be drawn at each survey station.
On-site data entry - Data entry at Jenolan became
possible in March 1988 with a Hewlett Packard HP75D
micro computer which stores data in battery backed
memory or on magnetic strips. It is later transferred to
an MS-DOS format floppy disk for processing by the
IBM AT. The software, developed by Mark Bonwick for
the Chilchotla 87 Mexico expedition, features user friendly
data entry and co-ordinate calculation modules for both
tape, compass and topofil data. A Think Jet printer
provides hard copy output to facilitate proof reading and
field plotting.
Contour plots - Contour plots of the major chambers
Grand Arch, Devils Coach House, Carlotta Arch and
the Exhibition Chamber will be produced using the
SURVIS system.
Computer graphics - When the data gathering and
reduction is complete it is proposed to produce three
dimensional graphic models of the system using software developed by Keir Vaughan-Taylor.

Traverse Closure
Where a loop contains both high accuracy theodolite
data and lower accuracy magnetic data the closure is
usually on the basis that the adjustment is restricted to
the magnetic survey legs. This is justified as closure
errors in loops surveyed entirely with the Sokkisha

6

Figure 1 - Flow Chart for Computer Applications.

CHECKING SURVEYS
Radio Direction Finding
RDF is being used by Mark Bonwick and Ron Allum to
locate on the surface the extremities of passages which
have not been surveyed by theodolite traverse; surface
points are then located by surface theodolite traverse.
Cave to surface RDF has been attempted for the following locations; Red Cave, Alabaster Hall, Water Cavern
sump, Victoria Bower and Imperial Riverway Sump 7.
The initial attempt at locating Victoria Bower resulted
in a 43 m horizontal discrepancy. The surveys indicated
that the vertical separation between the surface and
underground points was about 1 m. With this small
separation the point located was in fact a false null. This
exercise was repeated and the results are still being
evaluated.
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Cave to cave RDF has been used for the following;
Water Cavern to Sump 4 and Imperial Riverway to
Spider. The misclose between the Sump 4 RDF fIX and
the surveyed coordinates is 3.1 m. The accuracy of the
Spider - Imperial RDF fix cannot be established until
the connection is surveyed.
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1 History, Organisation and Assessment (James et al.,
1988).
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Loop Closure
Other checks on survey accuracy are provided by loop
misclures. All loops surveyed entirely with theodolites
have closure errors less than 100 mm. Some sections of
survey with other instruments have been resurveyed
where an unacceptable misclose has been encountered.
Unacceptable misclures have resulted from; tie-in station labels incorrectly booked, forestry com pass bearing
booking errors, and magnetic interference.

BHP for computer facilites.
Wollongong University for computer facilites.
Dr Richard Coleman, School of Civil and Mining Engineering, University of Sydney for surveying equipment
and computer facilities.

Sketch checking

Sketches are drawn to scale and then taken into the cave
for checking and improving.

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
From the computer data it will be possible to generate
the depth of the cave, the traverse length of the cave
system, the plan length for the cave system, an approximate volume; a new ftgure for an Australian cave.
The plan of the known system will ftt on a sheet 800 mm
x 600 mm at a scale of 1:2000. This will be published as
a line drawing which also shows surface features. The
plan will be drawn at 1:500 for development, tourist and
exploration information and published as two sheets.
Plans with passage cross sections at 1:200, detailed
contour maps of all the major chambers and their
features at 1:200 and a 1:500 projected section (NorthSouth) are planned for scientiftc studies.
The survey data is sufficiently complete for it to be used
for three dimensional computer graphics representation and possibly for the preparation of a model.

REFERENCES
DOTSON, D., 1985 SMAPS, Survey Manipulation,
Analysis and Plotting System - Users Manual,
Version 3. Department of Computer Science,
Frostburg State College, Maryland.
IRWIN, DJ. and STENNER, R.D., 1975 Accuracy and
Closure of Traverses in Cave Surveying. Trans.
Brit. Cave Res. Assoc. 2(4):151-165.
JAMES, J.M., MARTIN, DJ. and TUNNOCK, L.K.
1988 The Jenolan Cave System SurveyingProject - Part 1 History, Organisation and Assessment. This issue.
MATHEWS, P.G., 1985 Australian Karst Index. The
Australian Speleohgica1 Federation, Melbourne.

It is hoped to publish the survey as a book complete with

descriptions of the cave, photographs and artists sketches.
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THE FAUNA CONSERVATION ACT AND SWIFLET PROTECTION IN QUEENSLAND.

David R. Flett and Michael Godwin.

ABSTRACT

FAUNA CONSERVATION ACT

Northern white-rumped swifltets are birds native to Australia, South East Asia and Western Pacific which roost
and breed in caves. Classified as protected fauna under
the Queensland Governments Fauna Act, all birds are
protected both on and off National parks. Disturbance of
birds by the casual visitor, mostly cavers, and by researchers has the potential to permanently disrupt colonies.
Research into the birds biology is essential for management of colonies. Chillagoe National Parks and Wildlife
field staff are monitoring all visits to Swiftlet colonies to
determine the degree of disturbance.

The Fauna Conservation Act of 1985 provides varying
levels of protection for most species native to Queensland. It classes Northern white rumped swiftlets as
"protected fauna". Regulation and monitoring of activities affecting these animals or their habitat is achieved
by a permit system. Permits are issued by the QNPWS
Directorate of Field Operations in Brisbane after careful evaluation.

The authors are devising guidelines for future visitors to
follow when visiting a Swiftlet colony.
SWIFTLETS
The Northern white-rumped swiftlet, previously called
the Grey swiftlet, occurs in a coastal belt extending from
the tip of Cape York Peninsula to the Tropic of Capricorn. (Readers Digest 1983). The birds are fast flying,
insect eaters which breed only in dark caves. They have
an echo-location system - a system of "clicks" - which
have only been recorded from birds in caves. The
Australian birds occur solely in Queensland. The birds
breed in caves and lay eggs in shallow scallop shaped
nets made of sticks and saliva. The presence of a "narrow
pale grey band on the rump appears dirty white in flight;
gives the bird its name (Readers Digest 1983). Breeding
is centered on the summer months and may extend over
an eight month period.
OCCURRENCE
National Parks where the bird breeds includes Dunk
Island, Mt Spec, Chillagoe - Mungana, Finch Hatton
Gorge, Barron Gorge, Mt Bartle Frere, Cape Tribulation, Palmerston National Park, Grey Peaks National
Park and Mossman Gorge.
Other areas where the Swiftlet breeds include Tully
River Gorge, Malbon Thompson Range, Bedarra Island, and Mitchell - Palmer caves. Broken River caves,
Russell River Gorge, Downey Creek area, other Chillagoe caves. Swiftlet colonies at Chillagoe are the largest
known in Queensland.

General speleo and related activities, especially during
the lengthy breeding season, have the potential to inadvertantly disrupt swiftlet populations.
In an effort to avoid such foreign disruption, a list of the
known swiftlet colonies in the Chillagoe - Mungana area
has been compiled so that speleological trips can be
planned to bypass them. (Table I).

DISTURBANCE OF BREEDING COWNIES
Disturbance to individual swiftlets or to their colony
includes both natural and human factors. Potential
factors affecting the birds survival both in and outside
the cave includes those listed in Tables 2 and 3 on the
following pages.
CONCLUSION
The swiftlet in Queensland is protected by the Fauna
Conservation Act both on and off National Parks. Prosecution of any visitor, be it a caver, researcher or member
of the public can occur if "undue disturbance" is caused
to the birds. Legitimate scientific study or observation of
these birds can be carried out under a relevant permit
issued by the Queensland National Parks and Wildlife
Service. Techniques for visiting bird colonies are being
scientifically devised.
These will ultimately be determined by the findings of
observations made during every cave visit and by follow
up inspections to disturbed colonies.

At the moment there are too many unknowns concerning the degree of disturbance colonies will tolerate.
There is some indication the birds can partly adapt to
limited disturbance.
Avoidance of nesting chambers, especially during the
breeding, season is essential.
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TABLEt·
CHILLAGOE • MUNGANA CAVES WITH SWIF'I1..ETS
CHILLAGOE·
SWIFTLETS COLONIES

Cave
Number
CH5
CH9
CH 26
CH26
CH 30
CH30
CH 46
CH46
CH 52
CH52
CH 81
CH81
CHl24
CH 124
CH 132
CH132
CH 133
CH133
CH 138
CH138
CHl44
CH 144
CHl46
CH 146
CH 167
CH167
CH 169
CH169
CH 176
CH176
CH 187
CH187
CH 221
CH221
CH 227
CH227
CH 306
CH306
CH 312
CH312
. CH 322
·CH322
CH 338·
CH338·
CH 359
CH359
CH 361
CH361
CH 362
CH362
CH 374
CH374
CH 375·
CH379
CH
379
CH 380
CH380
CH 381
CH381
CH 382
CH382
CH 397
CH397
CH 398
CH398

Name or Cave

Tower

OnN.P.

Tower of London Cave
Royal Arch Cave
Clam Cavern
Stop Press Cave
Snakey Cavern
Swiftlet Cave
New Southlander Cave
Flow Cavern
Pharoah's Tomb Cave
But Good Cave
Chinese Cavern
Christmas Pot
Guano Pot
Crack Pot
Squeeze Pot
Capricorn Cave
Gordale Scar Pot
September Cave
Pope John Paull
Paul 1 Cave
Mudlark
Project 31
Swiftlet Scallops
Epiglotis Pot
Pretty Small Cave
Atlas Cave
Hercules
Swiftlet Scallops
2nd Entrance
Faces in the Sky
Tarby's Swiftlet Pot
Golgotha
Swiftrimelt
Otobeaswiftlet
Shirls Triple Twirl
Swiftlet Swallet

Tower of London
Royal Arch
Walkunders
Piano
Royal Arch
Royal Arch
Oueenslander
Royal Arch
Royal Arch
Royal Arch
Con Tower
Suicide
Suicide
Suicide
Suicide
Oueenslander
Spring
Walkunder South
Spring
Spring
Moffat
Markham
Markham
Royal Arch
Markham
Markham

x
x

Markham
Markham
Spring
Tower of London
Royal Arch
Royal Arch
Royal Arch
Markham

OffN.P.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

·Possible swiftlet cave
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fRfRfRanagement)
TABLE 1.
NNnJRAL
FACfOP~P
~fffifffiN~F~PCF1NG BIRDS
NAnJRAL FACfORS AFFECTING
(a) Internal Cave Environment
Factor

Effect on blrd/s

Reason for Effect

Snakes/Rats

Fear

Potential PrePatGr
Predator

Climate
(in cave)

Determines suitability
for nestingjbreeding

Special conditions needed

(b) External Cave Environment
Factor

Effect on bird/s

Reason for Effect

Climate
(including rainfall)

Determines numbers in cave

Numbers determined by food availability

Thunder

Panic

Disrupts the cave environment

Lightning

Nil

' unlik
Lightmng
Lightning
unlikely
fffif~ffilF to penetrate dark caves
TABLE 3
UN-NAnJRAL FACfORS AFFECfING
AFFECTING BIRDS

(a) Internal Cave Environment
Factor

Effect on bird/s
bird/s

EFl~fffifffii
Reason for Effect

Ijghts
Visitor Lights
Noise (talking)
Visitor presence

Panic
Panic
Panic

Intrusion, disrupts darkness
Intrusion, disrupts darkness
Intrusion, potential predator

Bird handling
Nest handling
Egg removal

Stress
Stress
Stress

Potential injury, predator
Damage to nest
Intrusion, effort need for replacement

Stress

Loss of mate and parent

Stress
Stress

Confusion to mate and young
Potential injury

Stress
Scattering or removal of birds

Intrusion, birds startled
Loss of feeding and other
roosting and breeding areas

Scattering or depletion of birds, panic

Disturbance to
tf fif fi home (noise), interfering
with breeding

rfffifffi~oval
Bird removal
(b~fffifffimlanent)
(permanent)
Bird fffifffi:'
removal
;iliOVal
(tc::mporary)
(temporary)
Mist netting

Photography

Mining
(outside
( outside cave)
Blasting
(outside)

.. m
Confmement
in a narrow Panic
area by visitors
~""",,,,,p1r

Feel trapped, potential predator

narro~

(b) External Cave Environment
Factor

Effect on bird/s

Reason for Effect
Pffect

Mining/Blac:tiT?p
Mining/Blasting
(of caves)

Scattering, depletion of birds

Loss of home
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BROKEN RIVER KARST: A SPELEOWGICAL
FIELD GUIDE, NORTH QUEENSLAND,
AUSTRALIA.
Chillagoe Caving Club Inc. and Queensland National Parks and Wildlife Service. Editor - M. Godwin.

ABSTRACT

Limestone bearing formations of the South Western
Broken River Province are reviewed and mapped
showing known outcrops and caves. Habitats of the
area and caves located are also described.

M.Godwin,
Post Office Box 2066,
Cairns, Q., 4870.
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MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT OF
OF NON-TOURIST
NON·TOURISTCAVES
CAVES BY
BYQUEENSLAND
QUEENSLAND NATIONAL
NATIONAL PARKS
PARKS AND
AND WILDLIFE
WILDLIFE
AT CHILLAGOE,
CHILLAGOE, NORTH
NORTH QUEENSLAND.
QUEENSLAND.
SERVICE AT
SERVICE

David R.
R. Flett.
Flett.
David
.ABSTRACT
ABSTRACl'

Hundreds of
of cave
cave entrances
entrances occur
occur in
in the
the Chillagoe
Chillagoe -Hundreds
Cave complex.
complex. Only
Only "major"or
"major"or
Mungana-Rookwood Cave
Mungana-Rookwood
"significant" entrances
entrances are
are tagged,
tagged, and
and about
about 1/3
1/3 occur
occur
''significant''
inside Queensland
Queensland National
National Parks
Parks and
and Wildlife
Wildlife Service
Service
inside
The caves
caves outside
outside National
National Park
Park occur
occurin
in grazgrazReserves. The
Reserves.
ing, mining
mining and
and forestry
forestry areas.
areas. Access
Access to
to all non-tourist
non-tourist
ing,
is possible
possible through
through the Chil/agoe
Chillagoe Caving
Caving Club,
Club,
caves is
although the Queensland National Parks and Wildlife
determining entry into any of its
Service has the right of detennining
caves. Applicants wishing to enterany National Park cave
must apply beforehand at the Chillagoe Queensland
National Parks and Wildlife Service office and lodge a trip
sheet immediately after their visit.

INTRODUCTION
Remnants of Silurian - Devonian coral reefs have formed
a broken belt of metamorphosed limestone sediments
about 35 km long and 2-5 km wide (Chillagoe Karst
1982). The belt runs north west to south east with
Chillagoe town positioned in the lower one third of the
belt. The limestone is very weathered and is described as
a "Tower Karst in Decay" (Ford, 1978). Within most
limestone outcrops there are caves.
CAVES
At the time of writing the Chillagoe Caving Club advises
that four hundred cave entrances have been tagged.
Significant entrances are tagged so in some cases a cave
will have several marked and several unmarked entrances. As a different number is allocated to each
entrance, so too are names. For example the Queenslander Cave on National Park, which technically is one cave
as all entrances and passages join up, has entrances
including CH 51 (Queenslander Cave), CH
CH 55 (Little
Italy),
Italy), CH 15
15 (Cathedral
(Cathedral Cave)
Cave) and
and CH
CB 84
84 (Epi
(Epi Phrenetic)
Phrenetic)
etc.
etc.
Of
Of the
the four
four hundred
hundred or
or so
so tagged
tagged entrances
entrances so
so far
far
approximately
approximately140
140are
are on
on99 National
National Park
Park Reserves
Reserves (see
(see
appendix).
appendix). The
The areas
areas of
of National
National Park
Park in
in Chillagoe
Chillagoe -Mungana
(1514
Mungana include
include the
the Royal
Royal Arch
Arch National
National Park
Park (1514
ha),
ha), Donna
Donna National
National Park
Park (178
(178 ha),
ha), Spring
Spring National
National
Park
(125 ha),
ha), Piano-Jubilee
Piano-Jubilee (125
(125 ha),
ha), Cathedral
Cathedral NaNaPark (125
tional
tional Park
Park also
also called
called Queenslander
Queenslander (35
(35 ha)
ha) and
and varivarious
0.65 ha
ha to
to 20
20 ha.
ha.
ous other
other Reserves
Reserves ranging
ranging from
from 0.65
CAVE
CAVE FEATURES
FEATURES
The
The caves
caves are
are generally
generally shallow
shallow and
and extend
extend upward
upward
from
from the
theplains
plains level
leveloutside,
outside, to
to the
the top
top of
ofthe
the outcropoutcrop-

ping
pinglimestone.
limestone. Some
Some caves
caves do
do however
however go
go below
below plains
plains
level,
but
all
would
probably
be
confined
to
about
level, but all would probably be confined to about 20
20
metres
metres above
above and
and below
below ground
ground level.
level.
As
As the
the limestone
limestone is
is greatly
greatly weathered
weathered many
many caves
caves have
have
collapsed
roofs.
The
entry
of
light
and
circulating
collapsed
The entry of light and circulating air
air
into
into the
the caves allows
allows moss, fern,
fern, stinging
stinging trees
trees small
small
herbs and fig trees to grow on the walls and floors of
these chambers, and a dying out and dulling of the formations. The predominant formations in the cave include massive amounts of all types of cave coral. Stalactites and stalagmites occur less frequently and are irregular in shape due to irregular growth. Flowstone is
very common as are rimstones and rimstone pools.
However visible calcite crystal is patchy, occurring in
isolated areas. Floors of both silt and mud and calcite
deposit also occur. Virtually every cave has massive
amounts of iron oxide staining, fig tree roots and intact
or remnant false floors.

CAVE MANAGEMENT
The first permanent (documented) European settlement in Chillagoe began when William Atherton applied for grazing leases on 20 April 1888. Mining began
in 1988, and Tea Tree Cave, next to one of the earliest
copper mines has graffiti back to 1888 (Flett 1987).
them involved mostly
Discoveryof caves and visitation of them
locals until 1964, when local resident Vince Kinnear,
present Chillagoe post master, was appointed honorary
guide of the Queensland Department of Forestry. Vince's
position became permanent with Forestry in 1966 and
led to the development of the two main tourist caves, the
Donna and Royal Arch. Prior to 1964, locals acted as
volunteer guides although in
in the 1920's and 1930's the
Mungana Caves Trust was set up by the Council of the
day (Woothakata,
(Woothakata, now
now Mareeba
Mareeba Shire).
Shire). Train
Train loads
loads of
of
day
would be
be shown
shown around
around several
several
visitors from Cairns would
Mungana caves
caves including
including Piano,
Piano, Spring
Spring and
and Cathedral
Cathedral
Mungana
Caves.
Caves.

1964 to
to 1975
1975 the
the Department
Department of
of Forestry
Forestry were
were
From 1964
From
cave managers.
managers. The
The Queensland
Queensland National
National Parks
Parks and
and
cave
was aa small
small branch
branch within
within the
the DepartDepartWildlife Service
Service was
Wildlife
1975,Queensland
Queensland National
NationalParks
Parksand
andWildWildment.Since
Since1975,
ment.
life Service
Service has
has been
been the
the autonomous
autonomous manager.
manager.
life
1976 -- 19n,
1977, Queensland
Queensland National
National Parks
Parks and
and
From 1976
From
Wddlife Service
Serviceemployee,
employee,Mr
Mr Paul
PaulWilson,
WIlson, documented
documented
Wddlife
and explored
explored all
all known
known caves
caves in
inthe
the area.
area. He
He devised
devised aa
and
classification system
system under
under which
which all
all caves
caves both
both on
on and
and
classification
1977).
offNational
NationalParks
Parks should
shouldbe
be managed
managed (Wilson,
(Wilson, 1977).
off
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Caves WEre
were classified on accessibility, fragility, potenti~d
potential
ValliE~ Recommendations
ffEEuwwElidations have folfol~
usage ;wd
and scientific value.
lowed seeking extension of existing National Park areas
gazetted in 1940. For example diprotodon bones have
been discovered in one cave, and fragile formations and
swiftlet colonies discovered in others outside the park
reserves.

ffldlTffTION TO "NON-TOURIST"
"NOff~ff(nJffISr CAVES
VISITATION
ChillEd<)';;< are currently being used by
Only two caves at ChiUagoe
NationElfifildlife
fur
QEEEnsland National
the Queensland
Parks and Wildlife Service for
guided tours. A third, the Trezkinn Cave has progressively been developed since work began on a walkway
about 1979. It has been used on an intermittent basis,
especially during peak periods of visitation and with
large community groups (for example schools). Fees for
guided tours have been levied since 1 November 1988,
although no visitors haVE
have been taken into the Trezkinn
Parde
since then. Several self guided caves on National Parks
dEErtised for visitation and include the Bauhinia
are advertised
ffrZKEnal Park, and thE
and l'ompey
Pompey caves on thE
the Donna National
the
Fairy No 1 and No 2 Caves on the Royal Arch National
Park. The Royal Archway Cave at Mungana, partly on
National Park, has also been developed for inexperienced visitors. The self guided caves show a different
dimension on cave size, length and appearance to the
guided RourS.
tours. They reflect
reflEr! the different
diffErEnt stages of cave
caEE
cycl),
evaluation (for example build up and dreakdown
breakdown cycle).
The Qonna
Donna Cave is "old" in that it is only seasonally WEE
wet
and srrc:leothem
speleothem growth is almost finished, yet its intact
inta)t
roof mEans
means it is "young" for a ChiUagoe cave. It is a dark
dard
cave contrasting with the guided Royal Arch which
shows a progression to a middle age cave, with roofs
beginning to collapse. The collapsed roof of the Royal
Archway indicates an older cave again.
nOF£~
rummercial operators
operatmr are permitted to visit nonNo commercial
tourist "wild" caves on National
N)tiooaI Parks, although "Caving
"Cavinh
whiEh visits ,mdcEeloped
Capers" is a group which
undeveloped caves off
National Parks at MungEor
Mungana on a 'S"!EEkly
weekly basis.

h:aves off National Parhs
Caves
Parks are either under the manageChiIment and/or ownership/lease of the surrounding Chillagoe and Rookwood Cattle Stations, Lands Departments, and Departments of Forestry and Mines.
SPELEOWGISTS AND CAVES
There are
Ere two types of cavers anywhere. The first arc
are
those s)nsitive
sensitive cavers whG
who "go caving" to appreciate cave
structur) and biology. These cavers are
formations, its structure
sensitive to what they walk over, and will spend time
removing footwear to avoid crushing bones or fragile
formations etc. The other is the caver who is interested
in "adventure", and becomes less sensitive to the needs
of the cave, and more interested in being able to negotiate difficult areas etc,
etc. This type of caver is one who is
more likQd
the enthusiasm to
likely to cause damage in thE
"explore" and needs to be held in check.
"explore",
chech~

14

~~wing trips on Noti£~GQ
For all caving
National Parks, a trip sheet musE
must
be lodged immediately following the visit. This helps
monitor cave use, identifies potential user problems,
acts as a data collection system concerning, bats, swiftlets, fossil, damage, litter etc. The system to date for
visiting non-tourist Queensland National Parks and
Wildlife Service caves has been very casual, but due to
increasing visitation and a tightening up to preveoR
prevent
damage, permits will probably soon be needed beforebefors:
certain
sensldEE
fisidelines
for
theSE
sensitive caves. Guidelines
these
hand to visit
currently
und~:,
caves are
under review.

PROBLEMS MANAGING NON-TOURIST
NON·TOURIST CAVES
Probably the most difficult problem in managing nontourist caves is the prevention of damage to speleothems
Chillagoe caves
by insensitive cavers. However in many ChiUagoe
even the most careful caver can cause visible destrucdestruE~
if£advertently touching or walking over brittle cave
caVE
tion, inadvertently
coral. Because
ffEcause there is so much cave coral in caves,
Effen become complacent and damage to caVE
cavers often
cave
coral is not
broR40t considered "too important".. However bw
ken cave coral visually down grades a cave very quickly.

Most cavers are sensitive enough to realise that touching
formations causes discoloration, however from my
experience at Chillagoe
ChiUagoe not all cavers are sensitive to the
damage
u,"<:::''';:',L caused from footprints. As many caves have
mud floors, muddy footwear
footwEE! can, and has been, responrespon~
OK rimstones, flowstone
tlowstone and cryscry;:~
sible for discoloration of
tal caves.
Biological management of all caves over the last few
years has received a much greater priority than previously. Cavers visiting bat and swiftlet colonies must be
extremely sensitive not to disturb the animals. Finding
these animals in the past and observing them streaming
off ceilings, flying in chambers, observing nests and eggs
and sdozographing
photographing them has been done
dDne with varioor
various
wdividual persoo~
degrees of sensitivity, based more on individual
personapproaEh~ Management of swiftlet and
alities Ehan
than a set approach.
one
of avoidance as omDh
much as possible and
bat colonies is
breeding,asiess
tIle Queensland National
Nationnl
totally during breeding,
unless the
Parks and Wildlife Service has issued permits to do so.
This applies to caves both on and off National Parks.
From a Queensland National Parks and Wildlife Service
point of view, managing its non-tourist caves on NaP;[1t%"ks has been difficult
diftkult due
d£¥e: to its commitment to
tional Parks
of increased usag,:
usage
daily guided tours. With the pressure or
caves, through opening
ohffning up of areas
areE%"
and oeeffssibility
accessibility of cavee:
mnnitoring of cave:s
by marble and gold mininll,
mining, greater monitoring
caves
and cave visits is necessary,
necessary. For sioDDnsland
Queensland National
NationEI
Parks and Wildlife Service to be a responsible manager
mafYager
it has to tighten up control of visitation to non-tourist
caves. This initially may result in inconvenience to past,
long-term cave users, but surely as all cave managers
and users are working towards the same goal (that is,
preservation of caves in as near undamaged
undamahed state for as
inconvenie:fY£ff: should be
long as possible) then this inconvenience
accepted.
accepted~ By cavers having
IIEving to "apply" to visit sensitive
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caves on National Park, previously visited without any
restrictions, then surely this must be of benefit to the
cave.

APPENDIX
CH~LAGOE·MUNGANA-ROOKWOOD

CAVERNOUS TOWERS
CONCLUSION
Problems of managing "non-tourist" caves are essentially one of people. To prevent caves on National Parks
from being unnecessarily damaged, visitation to some
sensitive caves will have to be monitored through prior
approval from Queensland National Parks and Wildlife
Service. Visitation to all caves will also necessitate
completing a trip sheet. Queensland National Parks and
Wildlife Service management of caves is first and foremost one of protecting biology (bats and swiftlets) and
cave formations, and secondly one of managing visitors.
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OtT National Park
Already
Bedding Plane
Cathedral Rock
Con Tower
Conference
Corkscrew
Critic
Currajong
Dumpy
Ellis Rowan
Haunted
Heffernan
Hippies
Horseshoe
Jack
Katie Breen
Moffat
Needle Eye
One Mile
Pinnacle Ridge
Pollard
Pteropus
Racecourse
Ramparts
Redcap
Ryans Creek
Shaggy Dog
Suicide
Tall Tree
Trehenan
Twin
Wallaroo
Weetbix

Chillagoe - Mungana - Rookwood Caves.
Location of Tagged Entrances up to 400
Wholly on National Park
CH 2,5, 6, 9, 10,12-17,21-23,28-29,30,39,44-49,50-53,
55-59,60, 79, 80-91, 95-97, 100, 102-107, 110, 111-113,
116,118, 124-129, 130-133, 136-137, 145, 148, 157, 162,
164,168, 171-172, 176-182, 187,203,207,227,230,232233,251-259,264-266, 279,280,284,288-289,291-292,
293-298, 301, 304-306, 308-309, 343-344, 359-360, 379,
380--382, 397 (Total - 138).
Partly on National Park
CH 203, 204 (Total- 2)

OtT National Park
(Total- 259)
D. R. Flett,
Knowe Street,
Cbillagoe Q., 4871.
Chillagoe

Indeterminate/Unknown
CH 396 (Total- 1)
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CAVES (Karst, survey and management)
THE BARKLY KARST REGION, NORm·WEST QUEENSLAND.

Ken G. Grimes.
Grimes.
.ABSTRACT
ABSTRACT

Although underlain by thick and widespread carbonate
rocks, the Barkly
BarkIy Kmst Region has a fully developed
surface drainage and kaTStfeatures
karstfeatures are poorly developed.
On the main tableland only isolated collapse dolines and
associated caves occur, with the greatest density being near
Camooweal. Underground drainage does occur but
movement is slow. In the dissected northem margin there
are several large grike fields and well developed lumen, as
well as dolines, caves, and kaTSt
karst springs. However, the
dense surface drainage system is stillfully functional in the
wet season.
The main cave passage development might date back to
wetter climates and higher water tables of the Tertiary.
More recent karst development in the region has been
retarded and the area is in an extremelyyouthful stage. The
retardation is the result of the arid climate, the lack of
relief, and the extensive black soil cover on the tableland
which has restricted infiltration. None-the-Iess, individual
caves can be quite large, with Kalkadoon Cave having
5400 m of surveyed passage, and many unexplored leads.
Biological interest lies in the crabs and rare bats which are
found in the caves.
INTRODUcnON
The Barldy
Barkly Karst Region extends from Queensland into
the Northern Territory, and corresponds to the carbonate rocks of the Early Paleozoic Georgina Basin (de
Keyser, 1974) and also to the geographical feature
known as the Barldy
Barkly Tableland (Stewart, 1954). This
paper presents a survey of the karst features of that part
of the Barkly Karst Region lying within Queensland, and
between latitude 18<'35'S and 21"OO'S (see Fig 1). Karst
feature are rare further to the south, but have been
recorded as far as the Boulia area. The present paper is
a revision of a previous unpublished assignment (Grimes,
1977a). It is based on air photo interpretation at the
regional scale (Grimes 1974a), on several visits to the
Camooweal and Lawn Hill cave areas with University of
Queensland Speleological Society (UQSS) parties between 1974 and 1980, and on observations made during
geological mapping in the region in 1983-84.
The regional geology and climate of the region will be
summarized fIrst to provide a background to the following detailed description of both the surface karst features and the caves. F'mally some suggestions are made
concerning the climatic and geological controls on karst
development in the area. Discussion is limited mainly to
the areas visited by the UQSS: the Camooweal area
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within the tableland, and the Lawn Hill area at the
northeastern margin. These represent two styles of
ofkarst
karst
development in the area.
The earliest reports I have found on the caves are those
of Keys (1900) and Danes (1911). More recent karst
studies in the area have been restricted to a brief
description of the surface karst and spring deposits at
Riversleigh, south of Lawn Hill, by Williams (1978); and
to various reports on cave exploration by the UQSS and
other Speleological Groups (e.g. Bourke, 1970; Shannon, 1970; Halbert and Ellis, 1970; Pavey, 1972, 1974;
Grimes 1975, 1977b, 1980; Jolly and Grimes, 1978;
Canty, 1979; little, 1986). Shannon, 1969 and 1970 summarizes exploration up to that time and lists earlier publications, including descriptions by Lamond (1968) of a
number of outlying caves in Queensland and the adjoining parts of the Northern Territory, most of which have
never been visited by speleologists. Dolines have been
shown on some, but not all, of the 1:250 000 geological
maps of the region; and caves and sink holes are described in several of the accompanying geological reports.
The region as a whole is referred to as the Barkly Karst
Region (BK) in the Australian Karst Index (Matthews,
1985), but the Camooweal area (C), and the Colless
Creek area (CK), which fall within the region, have been
given separate listings and codes.
Most of the region is held under grazing leases, but there
are National Parks in the Camooweal and Lawn Hill
Gorge areas, which cover some of the caves and karst
features.
The region has an arid (BWhW)l to semi-arid (BShw)
climate with conditions becoming drier and more continental to the south. The effectiveness of the rainfall is
limited by its summer incidence and by the fact that
much of it falls in thunder storms followed by hot sunny
conditions. During the Pleistocene the climate would
have fluctuated, with the changes being most likely
towards greater aridity during the glacial stages (when
the Gulf of Carpentaria would have been largely dry),
and conditions similar to or slightly wetter than the
present during the inter-glacial stages. However, during
most of the Tertiary, conditions would have been wetter
and the country much more densely forested. Drier
conditions similar to the present would only have appeared towards the end of the Tertiary, about 5 - 10
million years ago (Galloway and Kemp, 1984).
1

Koppen's climatic classes.
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Vegetation in the area varies from treeless grssa,lands
grasslands en
on
the blaclc soils of the tablelands to open
0fWfS low woodlands
rock types. In the north,
on the limestones and other roclc
fallery
fe;rest follows the margins
miwgins of the permanent
gallery forest
spring-fed streams.
The
lee regional geology
Haology is sumwarizeY
summarized in Fig. 1 anf
and is
presented in more detail in de Keyser 1974. The karst
features are developed
deedopef on
ftn the
thf dolomite
foloiliita and
anf limestone'
eWtes[wot!'
lithosomes
fthosomes of the
tYe early Paleozoic Georgina Basin. The
carbonates are generally flat lying, well bedded, and
wodefftdy to wall
tWO folding has occurred
t!ttn,urrd in
moderately
well joiotfd.
jointed. Sf
Some
the Undilla area and near the basin margins. Through
much
wuch of the region
reritJD the
tho carbonates arf
are Inantld
mantled by
Hy a thick
tHink
faavy
heavy clay soil (blacY
(black soil). East and southeast of
Camooweal they are overlain by thin Mesozoic sediwents and lataritic
(Grimt:::S, 1985). Tho
ments
lateritic soils (Grimes,
The laterinn
laterite is

1t",,_I'''r~~',r on a mid-Tertiary
r¥sid-Te;rtiary surface
rurfaee; (corrc:lated
developed
(correlated with
farimer, 1974b) which exthe Tennant Creak
Creek Surface by Grimes,
isted over much of the area. This surface is characteranY silcretes. Much
MaaY of the
ized by both ferricretes and
siliceous lag
tag gravel fOWld 00 the surface in the Camooweal
area probably is derived from these silcretes
eik,ete, as chert
che,t is
,ere
carbr=:fsate rocks exposed in the caves.
W;lees. This
rare in the carbonate
mid Tertiary surface was uplifted later in the Tertiary
dk;l;l:;l=tion followed
Ye;boweb in the northern
r:ortht:tff!7 margins
marytns of the
and dissection
tableland, and is continuing at present with the dissected
area slowly advancing southwards. Tha
remaieder of the
The remainder
teblelanb has suffered little
Httle erosion since
riece the eplifL
tableland
uplift. In
the dissected Lawn Hill area the Tertiary surface is
recognizable as a planar summit level surface. The
meandering and bifurcating pattern of Lawn Hill Gorge
is a superimposed drainage inherited from this surface.
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Figure 1: Barldy Karst region:
rogion . Locality map.
I The dolomitos
dolomites and limestones
li!e,'stom'f of the Orsa
area coo
can only be readily distinguished
disti?£.tt:ished by laboratory
/aboI'Q/ory tefts,
tests, the tenn
zann "carbonate"
:[tabronai[t"
will be used here in a general sense for both lithologies.
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CAVES (Karst, survey and management)
PALEOKARST

During a zz:'cent
recent geological mapping operation
o~%€::z:atiozi (Grimes
1985) I found float and a number of small isolated
d%€f%€~ffisits of silkifird
deposits
silicified qiirztz
quartz sandstone and laminated
shale within the carbonate areas near Camooweal. These
were in small areas less than 50 m across and surwllTIded by Cambrian
Cambfian carbonate rocf?€i,
~ffi%€I%€)sur%€)
rounded
rocks. The exposures
were very poor and no contacts were seen, but the most
e%€planatirn is that thn)n
likely explanation
these could be paleokarst
deposits in old dolines or caves. Their age is uncertain,
and as both the Tertiary and Mesozoic land surfaces
ve?€ir dose
dr)ffisent surface
)u)face in this area, tfn
were very
close to the present
the
features could relate to either. No fossils were found,
but the induration suggnsts
suggests that they must prndate
predate tdn
the
formation of tde
the mid Tertiary duricrusts. Some
dome son
soft
laminated shale also occurs as rubble on the floor of the
ddinifea Cave,
Tave, mell
well below
ddow the
final big
bid chamber of Spinifex
surface.
A Miocene
~ffi'~iocene deposit at Riversleigh,
TiveralTgh, on the northeart
northeast
margin of the region, fills
fiills an old valley incised into the
Palaozoia
verts>,
Paleozoic carboaates.
carbonates. This contains an abunbaot
abundant vertebrate fauna (Archer, 1988), and although no definite
defInite
sedirnCtnts have
hane bean
cave sediments
been recognised, the pfnrance
presence of
Dllrnerona
numerous bat bones s»ms
seems to indicate the existence
eulrlnnce of
some caves in the area at that time.
Opik, Carter & Randal (1973, page 4) reported isolated
"dnsozoia" deposits within
witfiar the
thn carbonate
norbonctte rocks
rodes in the
tho
"Mesozoic"
I:PhO 000 sheet
rbnet area. These
Th(ffit,e might be surSili~
Camooweal1:250
face stream deposits, or might be fIlling
filling karst depresoo()()r in most
mOSE etiEes.
sions. Tfe
The age enntrol
control is poor
cases.

THE KARST
KfJ2'~T LANDFORMS
LdNDFOTMS

Small sca1e
scale soIutlonai
soIutlonal sculpturing, karren:
Karren are best developed in the northern dissected
arnT probably
probtsbly rn:ffitffi'luse
nf the greater ettfnfall
tnnd the
area,
because of
rainfall and
more extensive areas of bare limestone. They are most
eommon
common in beds of strond1y
strongly joiFltnd
jointed carbonate
carbffi'~ffinate rocks.
?€iu~ks. In
these the joints dave
have been enlarged to form larg(t
large grike
fields with fIssures up to 4 m wide and 10 m deep. The
fIelds
rocky pTI%€ottcles
pinnacles fn:ttween
between the grikes hans
have been
beeo serrated
by solution flutes and other karren forms also occur.
These grike
the best
grika fields
fIelda probably have
havn Ide
beat cave potential,
ffi~]'"''L'''
as indicated by the preliminary
preliiliinary {ffixplofZlffition
exploration of the Colless Creek GrikefIeld (see below).
In the southern area karren are rare. Small grikes occur
near some dolines.
doline~, Solntional
dching of fine
ltmcturas
Solutional etching
fme structures
in the rock is thn
the main feature
k~nture sean.
seen.
DitRlnes:
Dolines:
The distribution of large dolines in the area is shown in
Fig 1.. In all, more tdan
than 80 dolines greater than 50 m hana
have
been locald
located in 1hz
the region
reginn usind
using digh
high allilnde
altitude air photos.
Many of these have been checked for caves, and they are
UUffi,UllJvffiffilffiffiffiffi in the Australian Karst
darst Indax
documented
Index (Matthews,
19&5). Aboa baH'
half of the dolines dlecked in the Camooweal
aratb
?€ianes, and SOme
caVt::s are in
area contained caves,
some knowa
known caves
photna, Some
Soma
depressiooa not
oot visible
)mible on the air photos.
small depressions
dolines in more remote areas still have not been checked.

The main concentration of dolines is in the Camooweal
araa
area (Fig 1), but even
t;:ven there the
thedoline
doline density om
of 0.47
47 per
km 2 is letu
less than the densities of between
btttwez::n 0.57 and 2400
per km 2 reported in a world wide survey by Cramer
ID the
tPe nt)rthern
smaUer solutional
so1ation~tl dolines
doline',
(1941). In
northern area smaller
occur in the grike fields, but their density has not been
estimated, Isolated dolines and stream sinks occur as far
estimated.
Stmth
south as the Boulia area (see Fig
r'ig 1, and listing in
Matthews, 1985).

Surface Karst Features
Deninage:
Drainage:
ID spite of the large arr::a
carfffi'~ffiDate rocks underlying
In
area of carbonate
the region, the surface drainage is almost completely
~,tea tbere
integrated. In tfe
the northern, dissected, area
there is an
incised, closely spaced dendritic drainage system with
channel densities
chaonel
dnnsitinr of 3 - 5 per km (Grimes 1974b). Only
Onlb
occuraffilbere
atlnam:: ,ink
dolinna,
aaT?€i
few blind %€allera
valleys occur
where streams
sink intn
into dolines.
The largest of these valleys is only 700 m long. Underground dainaga
drainage is evidenced
diliund
evitknced by the springs
rprings near
nt'ar the
edge of the region, but seems to be subordinate to the
drainage,
surface drainage.
On the undissected part of the tableland to the south the
stsaiace drainage is muab
Tss dense, averaging 0.7 chanchno~
surface
much less
nels per km, but is still fully integrated and again only a
few blind valleys occur. The longest of these is an exceptional3
tiooal3 km. Mueh
Much of this area
tslea is covered
affi)vertsd by black soit
soil. In
this soil the rainfall pools locally in small gilga~ which
rdtsces
atretsms. The
Tht;:: heavy
Oeavy clay also
reduces the run-off onto streams.
downwards into the underlying rocks.
limits seepage downward::
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The large dolines appear to be nearly all derived from
the collapse of cave roofs. Smaller dolines are rare.
Snme
wells have a
Some intermediate size d(llines
dolines '(lith
with rubble walls
central mud mound (e.g. 4C-1040). These may be the
rasalt
2:nud blocking
bb~:king the central
ceutrk (less well drained)
result of mud
area, while water IS
is still entering the better
btter drained
hraineh
rubble around the margins and keeping those areas
clear.

Springs
tura deposits:
Sf$rings and tufn
,Ullong
Along the northern margms
margins of tbe
the region pennanenz
permanent
large springs feed the major streams which flow out of
the dissected plateau.
plataau. In these
tht;~se straams
streams and in tlla
the adjo#tz'
adjoining flood plains calcareous tufa deposits have been built
up by
ar Ipre<::Rllltaltme
precipitation from the saturated
satar;cbted watZ:lrs
waters (Williams,
1978). In Lawn
Lewn Hill Gorge one such
s~Rch deposit
depoait has
haa formed
formb
a narrow dam right across the gorge, with aIm
a 1 m waterfall.
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SubsurfaceKarst
KarstFeatures
Feature s
Subsurface
Cavesofofthe
theColless
CollessCreek
Creekarea
area(Lawn
(LawnHill
HillGorge
Gorge
Caves
Nationa
Park):
National lPark):
TheColless
CollessCreek
Creekgrike
grikefield,
field,west
westofofLawn
LawnHill
HillGorge,
Gorge,
The
seems
havegood
goodpotential
potentialfor
forextensive
extensivemaze
mazecaves,
caves,
seems totohave
buthas
hasnot
notyet
yetbeen
beenproperly
properlyexplored.
explored.AAnumber
numbe rofof
but
shortvisits
visitshave
havefound
foundseveral
severalsmall
smallcaves
cavesand
andone
oneexexshort
tensive
one:
ColonelLight
LightCave,
Cave,(Grimes,
(Grimes,1978,
1978,1979,
1979,
tensive one: Colonel
Canty,1979).
1979).
Canty,

Fig
Fig2 2illustrates
illustratesColonel
ColoneLight
l LightCave
Cave(4CK-2).
(4CK-2).This
Thisisisa a
horizontal
-controlled
horizontaljoint
joint
-controlledmaze
mazesystem
systemwith
with1350
1350mmofof
surveyed
surveyedpassages.
passages.ItItcomprises
comprisesananirregular
irregularnetwork
networkofof
intersecting
intersectingtall
tallnarrow
narrowpassages,
passages,many
manyofofwhich
whichconconon
the
surface.
nect
the
grikes
nectvia
viaslots
slotswith
with the grikes on the surface.These
These
connections
connectionsare
aretypically
typicallyatatpassage
passagejunctions.
junctions.The
Thefloor
floor
level
and
covered
with
levelisisroughly
roughlyhorizontal,
horizontal, and covered withrubble
rubble
except
exceptininthe
thewestern
westernpassages
passageswhere
whereaasandy
sandytotosilty
silty
floor
been
deposited
floorshows
showssigns
signsofofhaving
having been depositedby
bystrong
strong
(wet
(wetseason)
season)currents.
currents.Solution
Solutionundercuts
undercutsare
arecommon
common

COLONEL LIGHT
LIGHT CAVE
CAVE
COLONEL
COL LESS CREEK,
CREEK, N.W.
N.W. OLD
OLD
COLLESS
Surveyed ; A.S.F.
A.s.F. Grade
Grade M53A
M53A
Surveyed;
K.G. Grimes,
Grimes, G.G.Williamson,
Williamson. et.
et.01.
01.
K.G.
UQSs, MICE.
MICE. 1979.
1979.
UQSS,
Drawn: K.
K. G.
G. Grimes
Grimes,
1908.
Drawn:
t 1908.
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CAVES (Karst, survey and management)
at the base of the passage walls, indicating an old
standing water level, about 15-20 m below the surface,
and some distance above the present creek level. There
is an incompletely explored horizontallower level which,
at about 45-50 m below the surface, is close to the
present creek level. Speleothems are more common
than in the Camooweal area to the south, but are still far
from abundant when compared with those in humid
karst areas.

deposits of the Carl Creek Limestone, near Riversleigh
(Archer, 1988), occur in a valley which has been cut into
the Tennant Creek Surface to a similar depth to that of
the passages in this cave, and might well be contemporary. The fossils indicate that the Miocene climate was
much wetter than the present, which would have aided
karst development. The lower level is close to the
present floor of the gorge, and may therefore be younger
than the late Tertiary uplift and incision of the area.

The formation of the upper level cave passages must
predate, or be contemporary with, the early stages of
incision of the gorge; and the undercuts might indicate
a still-stand in the incision. The Miocene fossil-rich

Caves of the Camooweal area:
This is the area in which most exploration has been
done. Of the 56 dolines and stream sinks listed for this
area in the Australian Karst Index, 26 contain known
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Figure 3: Five O'Clock Cave (4C-36), plan and long profile of main section.
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zlfaanagement)
caves (Matthews, 1985). For a bibliography of cave
descriptions up to about 1980 see the listings in Matthews; I will cite only more recent publications here.

The caves vary from short cavities in rock pile to large
systems having up to 5.4 km of mapped passage. Figs
Figc. 3
and 4 illustrate a typical
found in the area.
typicJI large cave fuund
In general the caves comprise alternating vertical shafts
and long horizontal sections. The major passages are up
to 10 m or more in diameter. The systems appear to have
developed in the phreatic zone with control by either
bedding or successive levels of the water table, or both.
The bedding is sub-horizontal, which makes it difficult
900

to distinguish the effects of bedding from water table
effects. Nothephreatic conditions are indicated by mazes
and in the smaller scale by sponge-works of small
centimetre-sized tubes. Some of the more soluble beds
have been almost completely removed to leave extensive
"flatteners".. Since draining there has been modification
and eebrgement
enlargement of the major passages by vadose flow.
Vadose seepage
Jeepage seems to
tu have had only a minor effect.
effect,
rgnIeothems are rarJ.
and speleothems
rare.
In many of the larger caves in the area, the entrance
chamber and initial passages are large, but these lead to
a series of smaller bifurcating low level distributary
tunnels which radiate away from the entrance area.
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CAVES (Karst, survey and management)
These are typically long, low (0.5 to 1.5 m), muddy, hot
whkh either terminate
tetkninate in a muh
and humid tunnels which
mud
sump, or continue beyond the present limits of exploraHem (The "Sod
"Soh It, Let's (;0
tion
Go Home" point - Pavey, poas,
pers.
comm.). It seems that aggressive surface water is enter. the system at a single point: now the ddine,
ing
doline, but
initially probably an assa
area of outcrop which "was
was not
sealed by black soil, or which was adjacent to a rise from
:~l~sface water was being channelled.
chazmdled. ["rom
which surface
From this
entrance point the water is distributed downwards and
outwards in a radial pattern through the underground
passages, which are
[nssagns,
rire largest ncar
near the source
r,nmce and smaHnr
smaller
further out. However, the fmal small low-level passages
maintain
consistent diameters over
distances, even
mnintain sonsirtnnt
"mer long distanres,
eann
when bifurcating.
hifurcating.
The diffnrent
different styles of [assahz~
passage deVelopment
development and their
genesis are illustrated by Five O'clock Cave (4C-36)
rhows th:
greate'L& divnrsity
rmd
which shows
the greatest
diversity of fGrms
forms (Figs 3 and
Gave has several
seGGnrrl levels, probably
pmlxfbly related
,dated to
4). This cave
major still-stands of the water table, but bedding control
is also obvious
mazes and flatteners.
obviour in mazZ"i
Ihtteners"
entrance pZL~Lsagc
passage :±nd
The eotrance
and initial chamber are domin:rted by breakdown
Yreakhnwn at the margin of the dfrline
nated
doline whffh
which
overlies the cave. The upper level Maze (largely unsurveyed) and the Flattener
FlaHccer'in the middle level
leok are low
nothephreatically along
horizontal sections developed nothephreaticaHy
soluble beds. The upper level Maze has two levels, only
one me&re
metre apart
apar& vertically - inhicatind
indicating two soluble
solulrle beds.
behs"
The Flattener is a single horizontal slot less than 1 m
high, and about 50
HO m long, with only
onle occasional
r:<:casional pillara
pillars
remaining to support the roof.
The vertical fissure connecting the upper and middle
levels, and the chamber beneath it, may have been
initiateP phreatically,
yhreatically, fdlowinp
haec
initiated
following a joint, but they have
br:en
enhHged by vertinal
vaPe:rn flow
flm'l (this would be a
been enlarged
vertical vadose
waterfall in the wet season).
The large meandering canyons of the middle and lower
dHnamic phreatic
snctioor
haee commenced as dynamic
sections may have
wbes near the water
'#~iter table of the
tbe time, as indicated
indi<:ated by
tubes
their horizontal meandering ceilings, but have cut down
n:idose flow
fk:w as they were drained.
~gramc<i
to the present floor by vadose
The two sections are separated by a mud plug, presumably beneath an old entrance. The "Sump", about 54 m
bdow the surface
surf:rce plain, is higher thaa
below
than general for the
present regional water table. In 1977 and 1979 this was
1979, However,
!oweuer
terminal, though the water wag
was lower in 1979.
bry years, by 1980 it had
h:id lowered
lowerad
following a series of dry
sufficiently to allow penetration into the start of a long
tunnel that continued beyond the
Lbe limib
limits of exploration
(only the first 350 m were surveyed (Fig 4), but exploration by MICEl penetrated wad
well beyond that point).
r:<lint)" By
1986 the
again so that a short
tha water level
k:<el had risen :ibain
sbmt duck
dueh
under was required (Little, 1986). The length of this
somp would
wDHld be Hery
,Lensitioe to
Lo watnr
very sensitive
water levels, and it
sump
should be approached with care. Beyond the sump, the
I

gfount Isa
fra Cave
Caru Explurnrs
Mount
Explorers (1975 - c.1985).
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fnal
1-4m
final phreatic tunnel, varying from 1-4
m hiph,
high, runs mon:
more
or less
kss horizont:rl
horizontal for the first 250
hdO m, but then rises
steeply to a level about 40 m below the surface and
continues as a larger passage
coniinue'L
pa;is41ge on
On that level
lerel to a junction
at the present limit of the survey.

THE KARST HYDROWGY

Some of the dolines have short surface streams
reams flowing
nowing
into them and two (4C-1008 and 1042) take flood waters
fnrm the Georgina River
Riv41r and
41ndhowranie
Creeb r41sper
from
Nowranie Creek
respectively. There is evidence from flood debris that the caves
sometimes
sometimei ftll
fill almost
41h11ost completely
cowhletelh during the wet season.
S41aSOn
However, the preservation of footprints in low
Inm levnl
level
passages indicates that this has not happened over the
l41st ten years. Some
Snrtrlo floobk:g
last
flooding seews
seems to hare
have occoned
occurred in
Kalkadoon Cave at least since the early 1960s when
grflups of cavers
wwers fmm
groups
from MISS2 are known to have entered
Caldcxl961)
af we
wesawno
it ( Calder,
1961) as
saw no footprints on our fisitvisit
first visit
in 1974.
regional water table is
In the Camooweal area the regIOnal
between 70 and 75 m below the plain, and terminal lakes
occur at this level
levd in many
manH of the deeper caves.
<:ave'L"
the: springs
r,prinps in the
thc
At first sight it would seem that the
northern dissected margin of the arsel
area might be
he ths
the
outflow points for water which entered the ground at
Lsm()oraC""Lr1. H011ever,
l,tandal (pers. comm.) says thet
Camooweal.
However, Randal
that
the regional water table is below the level of these
thcsidore be fed by local rainfall
springs which must therefore
r,eepage. Tbe
trtble, as ,Lhown
seepage.
The reTtmal
regional slope of the water table,
shown
by water bores, is to the south and water movement must
m this diredicm
be in
direction (Candal,
(Randal, 1967, 1978; and pers"
pers.
comm.). No springs have been reported from the southern part of the Georgina
Geornina Basin and the water may
eventually leak vertically into the over:yntg
overlying aquifers of
the Great Artesian Basin.

CAVE BIOLOGY
Thnre hels
There
has been little in the wae
way of systematic
systz;nt~itic biological
'H'" "v,,,,,,_,,,'
studies. However, the trip reports of parties visiting the
numcroU'; brief
bdef reports on insects, crabs,
area ""v,,,,,,,u
contain numerous
bats, owls, and snahes;
snakes; such as the report on a light trap
in Kaiser Creek (4C-12) by Wellings in Halbert and
Ellis, 1970.
19no
caHC'; of thc
regiDe
The mam
main biological intacz;st
interest in the caves
the region
lies in the bats and the crabs.
1978) has
bas listed
li'rtr:d bas
Hamilton-Smith (1978)
bat sightings in the
region. In the Lawn Hill area he reports Taphozous
georgianus, and Hipposidcros
Hipposideros cIter
ater in the caves, and a
nf the Gorge.
Oorgn,
Nictitsius in the palm tree';
species of Nicticeius
trees of
From the Camooweal area he reported Macrodenna
whicb has been sighted in a
gigas, (the pale phase of which
number of the caves) and Rhinonycteris aurantius in
2

,':77£;leo'fua?Z:at Society (c. 1954 - c.1966).
1966),
Mt [sa
Isa Speleological
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Kalkadoon Cav
lasff was
wa~. identified
idesRifieh from bom.s,
Cave... This last
bones,
hut live specimens have since been caught (Little, 1986).
but
C;mty
Canty (1979) photogrrlphsh
photographed a dr'g
darkk phase of M. g/gar
gigas in
Ridgepole cave, west of Colless
Co lie ss Creek, and there are
rmcoohrm r;1 reports of it at Colless Creek.
unconfirmed
The
hhe crabs are less interesting than one would suppose,
[heg are a species
as they
spsdes of fre;;lIwaffar
freshwater crab
crrsb (Parathelphusa
(Puratlzz.·lphzgra
transversa) which is common in the surface water holes
. the
Rhe rrgion.
m£O the caer:S
ffhe
in
region. Thrk
They are washed into
caves dming
during the
wet season, but seem to survive quite successfully within
those caves '·rhicd
which haar
have pezmancot
permanent pools - if the number
of sightings.
sightings, and the presence
presrore of numr'rmrs
numerous burrows
burmw~. in
CiggIe and Barwidgee Caves are any indication.
mdication.1t
It is not
Niggle
own mhrrffher
known
whether they are breeding in the er;yes
caves.

most obzgious
mosl
obvious factOr
factor is the
ffhe arid
rrrid climate, which
whirh has
hllS rere·
stricted the development both because of the lack of
waRuc
bcerruso of the paucity
prmcitp of vegetation
llllgetaRion which
water and because
could provide a source of carbon dioxide in the water.
water
greatac development
deuelopmenff in £Ire
The slightly greater
the north results
from a combination
romdination of: the more active
ar'Rive subrorfacc
subsurface
drainage because of the greater relief at the margin of
the uplifted
rrplihad tablelaad;
tableland; the m!rre
more humid climate;
r·lima[e; and
aad the
lack of black soil cover, which has been stripped off. The
impfrmr;rrble black
bla.rb soils
soil; of the tableland
trsblebnd would have
haua
impermeable
inhibited the penetration of rainwater
rrrinwater into the underlyurrderly
ing rocks. It is notable that the area of densest doline distribution, near Camooweal, is one io
in which there is
outcropping limestone, and in which more porous lateritic soils
r.uils occur
uccur insiuad
instead of the
thu black
hlach soils.
soib.

CAVE CLIMATE
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THE JENOLAN CAVE SYSTEM SURVEYING PROJECT.
PART 1 • HISTORY, ORGANISATION AND ASSESSMENT.
Julia M. James, David J. Martin and Lynette K. Tunnock.

ABSTRACT
ABSTRACI'

HISTORY

The lenolan Cave System Surveying Project is introduced
and reasons are given for resurveying the cave system to a
higher standard. A briefhistory ofsurveying in the 1enolan
Cave System is presented and the use indicated of previous surveys in the cu"ent project. The cavers and clubs
involved in the project are recorded. The survey commenced in 1987 and is now at the end of its second year,
many changes in general organisation occu"ed between
the two years and these are discussed. Some conclusions
are drawn and plans for the future are presented.

Trickett map and model - The first surveying in The
J enolan Cave System was by Oliver Trickett in 1897 and
1898 (Dunkley, 1986). The published result (Trickett,
1899) was a simplified plan and section of the main
passages, which adequately represented the caves for
the visitors and showed the relationship between the
caves and the surface topography. From these surveys
Trickett constructed an excellent three dimensional
model of the caves which can be viewed in the Resource
Centre at Jenolan Caves. Both the model and the
"compass" surveys were incomplete and inadequate for
scientific studies and cave development planning.

INTRODUCTION
The brief - In 1986 the Jenolan Scientific Advisory
Committee (Convener, Ernst Holland) established that
a complete high grade survey ofthe J enolan Show Caves
was required. The survey was needed to allow scientific
studies, notably of the geology and hydrology, to be
adequately interpreted. The committee felt that the
survey should be of a standard that would assist any
future deliberations pertaining to the development of
the caves. The proposal to survey the system was endorsed and supported (without financial commitment)
by the Jenolan Caves management and staff. The authors of
ofthis
this paper agreed to co-ordinate the survey and
negotiated special conditions that allowed the survey to
be carried out at weekends while cave inspections were
in progress.
A name for the game - When the surveying project
commenced in 1987 a name was needed for the cave
system that was to be surveyed. The accepted title of
"Jenolan Show Caves" was regarded as being inelegant
and restrictive. Of the cave being surveyed over half of
it is not shown and is unlikely ever to be shown to the
public. Equally unacceptable was a title containing the
combined names of the various "caves" of the system.
These are of historical origin and are associated with the
necessity to limit the length of, and increase the number
of tours available to the public. Thus it was proposed
that the cave be called The Jenolan Cave System; its
correct geomorphic name.

Post Trickett surveys - in the intervening 88 years
considerable lengths of new cave passage had been
discovered, only some of which had been surveyed. At
the commencement of the project the Jenolan Caves
Scientific Advisory Committee requested from speleological societies photocopies of all Jenolan maps held in
their libraries; the photocopies would be paid for. Only
one society responded and produced maps of some of
the minor caves. Individuals were more cooperative;
John Dunkley,
DunkIey, Guy Cox, Keith Oliver and lan
Ian Wood
were especially helpful in supplying both surveys and
original data. Other sources of existing surveys were the
somewhat incomplete set of maps held at J enolan Caves
and the Department of Public Works archives. Where
an existing survey met the required standard and its data
was available, then that section of the cave system would
not be resurveyed. Table 1 lists the use made of existing
surveys.
ORGANISATION
The surveyors - It was believed that the project would
benefit from being a truly inter-club effort. Although the
clubs were not solicited for surveying teams, it was made
clear that any interested club could approach the organisers or the Jenolan Caves management, supply a surveying team and be given a section of cave to survey and
instructions on how to survey if necessary. The open
house policy did not really work. It was obvious that
teams of experienced surveyors were the most efficient
and training new teams was impractical and led to a
decrease in standards. At present, teams tend to be from
the same club and new participants to the project are
trained by their club.

The name "Jenolan Cave System" is not presumptive
even though there are some 300 other Jenolan Caves
(Australian Karst Index, Mathews, 1985). At the time of
naming, The Jenolan Cave System was conservatively
estimated to be some four times longer than Mammoth The major clubs participating in the project are Highland Caving Group, Hills Speleological Society, Sydney
Cave; the second longest cave at Jenolan at 3150 m.
Further, Mammoth Cave is known to be hydrologically Speleological Society and Sydney University Speleologiconnected to The Jenolan Cave System through Spider cal Society. Many other cavers, both national and interCave.
Proceedings of 17th Conference of the ASF 1988
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TABLEt
USES MADE OF EXISTING SURVEYS
'£'rickeWs
Trickett's Map

'l'his
trogether with
witr h additions made by Keith Oliver of recently explored
This map together
sections has provided a base for planning the resurvey.

Lucas,
Kucas, (kinnt
Orient arad
and Klaal
Baal
Dept. Public Works.

zRccuratc survey
';urvey h;sd
he en canind
This highl£,
highly accurate
had been
carried out in order tto; position the
Binoomea Cut which enables tourist parties to access easily the Temple of
Baal and the Orient Caves. It was intended to use this survey for the main
lcaaerse but tPe
rhe plan could
traverse
the data attached to the
muld not be computed. It hi;',
has been
huen
used for comparison with the resurvey.

ttettle and Arch Caves
Nettle

useh, Survey
£'orvey stations
st ons
Keith Olieer';;
Oliver's originnl
original data and shetch
sketch of the cave;;
caves were used.
could
cAmld be easily relocated
relociited and left, right, up and dowi;
down data added.

Ribbon Cave Ribbon

Cave was resurveyed before it was realised that Keith Oliver's original data
re',urvey.
and sketchwcre
sketch were avaihl;le.
available. In eeacllent
excellent agreement with the resurvey.

Flitch of Bacon
hUSS
SUSS

This area was surveyed as part of the main theodolite traverse (Bonwick et al.,
1988) and discrepancies were noted. The original forestry compass survey was
incorrect
incorrect.

C~;ne
Jubilee Cave
SUSS

These
hhese maps mere
were supplied by John Dunklcd
Dunkley and again discrepancies
discrosaocies were
ooticed.
rime the latter
noticed. This time
htter survey was incorrect
kcorrect due to booking and proof
reading errors in the forestry compass resurvey.

Barralong
SUSS

John
suppliedI the original data and the fiaal
final Barralong survey, this is
IS
JoSn Dunkley suppL
being used
useS as a bas
basea for the rasursey.
resurvey. It is suspected
;;nspecteS that thara
there is a mistake
'~";;;;'''" in
the previous plot of the data (G. Kates, pers.comm.).

ttool oj
Pool
of Cesberus
Cerberus
UNWSS

';hetch supplied by lan Wood. Agreement with resurvey was
Data and sketch
excellent.

Imperiol Riverway
Diu'''''''";;
Imperial
SAGCDG

;;[ Riverway to the boulder
hcmlder pile past sump 4 and to sump 7.
7, Agree
The Impel
Imperial
of the airfillL
air filled sactione.
sections. Data
kata for the
ment was excellent with the resurvey ot
underwater and inaccessible air filled sections were used and adjusted by
hahio Diroction
Radio
Direction Finding.

Wilson's Last Cavern
UNWSS

Sketch by Andrew Pavey used to check resurvey.

Imperial Cave
SSS

This high accuracy survey had been carried out to position a "possible"
'possible" tunnel
either into the Diamond Cave passage or into Fairy Bower. It has been used
for compari';cm
comparison with the resuoca£"
resurvey.

Spider Cave
SUSS

The survey of this cave has been published (Cox and Welch, 1984). Original
data and mCRster
master map were supplied by Guy Cox aud
and have been used,
used.

national, have also participated in the project. Appendix
1 is a list of all who have assisted in 1987 and 1988 and the
mho arl:
hnown to have contrihuted
names of thuy,t;
those who
are known
contributed to
iFsed in this project,
the eui;,ting
tuocoys that have beeu
existing surveys
been used
project.
Those who have played principal roles in the project
have;
he en singled out for special ;Kknowkdpement
have been
acknowledgement in
the text.
Invaluable assistance has been given to the project by
Thu
J uoolan Ceves
The Jenolan
Caves management and the guiding staff,
who have aided the project in m;Eld
many ways; directing the
surveyors to little known and unrecorded parts of the
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system, helping with surveying and checking surveys,
loaning equipment and office space and providing interest and enthusiasm
enthw;ia;;m for the encoumsement
encouragement of project
memdcrs.
all;
members. The oaKes
names of the Jenohm
Jenolan C:aves
Caves Cimhes
Guides are
also recorded in Appendix 1.

The survey
niheuey -It was intended that, wherever possible, the
tha
underground survey should be carried out using conventional magnetic cave exploration surveying techniques
for which
whKh there were a number
uumber of data reductioo
com~
reduction computcc
prograny'; availahlu,
;;tirveyind,
puter programs
available. Includad
Included angle surveying
techniques (theodolites) would only be used where
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magnetic interference
mEerference was
war present. A high grade surface
sneface
survey would be used to link all the entrances and
undergrnnnd
Find~
underground passages IOG,ted
located by Radio Direction Findzli:y,zussion of the surveying
zzurveyDg anh
ing (RDF)e
(RDF). A detailed discussion
and
computing techniques appears in The Jenolan Cave
System
Syzetem Snrneying
Surveying Project - Part 2 (Bonwick
fBonwick et al., 1988)
Computing and drafting - When the computer data for
fOT
a section
efiction of the caee
cave was properly adju'zkd
adjusted with loops
closing, plans and projections were produced at appropriate scales.
scslas. The field "fetches
sketches are transferrah
transferred to thn
the
master
wasser survey
sHrvey and
anh then are taken into the cave to be
checked and improved. The fmal stage is to fair draft the
maps in a suitable
',Hitable form for publication.
publieation. This demanding
task is to be undertaken by Graeme Kates and Rick
Piooock
Pinnock.

General organisation -It was realised at the commencechat the Jenohzc
ment of the project that
J enolan Shmrj(:ave';
Show Caves frzrmed
formed
part of a very long and complex system. The length of
7200 m for the Jknohm
enolan ShoG
Show Cave;s
Caves quoted in thai
the
Au',trali~zn Karst
Carst Index (Mathews, 198()
Australian
1985) was known to
be a vast underestimate. However, even seven kilometres of eave
cave requires considcztable
considerable organisation of
survey data and sketches. The organisation increases
significantly with multiple parties surveying. These parties have to be cnmdinated
coordinated so that surveys
survees and ,curvey
survey
station numbers would not be duplicated and be supplied witd
with tie-in points to the mester
master survey.
surveH. In 1987 the
organistion of the survey was planned; by the end of the
year it was clear that a reassessment of procedures was
nf
zeessaIli:y At
Dt the beginning of 1988 a meeting
meet ing of most of
necessary.
the regular surveyors was held to discuss and agree upon
ways to iUlprove
improve the
she organisation before
befnre that year's
Hear's
zsarted.
surveying started.
SZeBney station
sTI:siion 1;±lnAlind
ch;srackei ,zlphsvnmeric
Survey
labelling - Five character
alphanumeric
survey station labels were used. Typically the fust charlabel is an alphabet
clphabet character which
whish indiindi~
acter in the labd
;scLition of the cave system. The remaining four
cates the section
characters are numerics. A unique series was usually
allocated
aHozzated to each group each
cach weekend.
woekencL During
Durind 1988
19«
clubs were allocated a numeric sequence in the Southern Caves. Table 2 shows the characters that have
hizsiz beeu
been
allooated
fm the
thiz various
oClrious sections
sClction'£ of
nf the cave;
eave; the localoca~
allocated for
tions are somewhat arbitrary and have been made to
assist data handling and plotting.

Areas allocated - In order to simplify the organisation
and to complete one section at a time
sime it Gas
was decided
dczezded to
divide the system into two main sections; the caves north
of the Graud
Grand Arsh
Arch (the Dorthem
Northern caves) and
isod the cave;"
caves
soeth of zhe
Pouthern caves). The
south
the Grand Arell
Arch (the Southern
Northern caves were to be surveyed first. The initial
01 the Nortdern
wac; finished early in 1988.
seroey of
survey
Northern caves was
1988,
it is still being checked.
During the survey of the Northern caves,
£e,oes, ;,noeying
surveying
teams were allocated passages one at a time with a view
the Oive
cave systematically.
was
to finishing areas
areCl" of tho
'cll'ctematizeeally. This Wi"

TABLE 2
TAHLE2
CAVE SECTION CHARACTER ALLOCATIONS
B
C
D

G
H

J
L
M
R
S
W
Z

Binoomea Caves; includes Binoomea Cut,
Baal, Orient and Ribbon
ChifCy
Chilley
Devils Coach House; includes Nettle and
Arch
Grand Arch; including minor passages off the
Grand Arch
Spider Cave
Cae£":
Jubilee; including Imperial Riverway
LucCls
Lucas
Elder and Jersey
Imperial; including Cider
River; including Pool of Cerberus
Surface
Barralong; including Red and White Temples
hoxe';
Lightswitch boxes

inefficient, time consuming for the organisers and lead
to some duplication of
d surveying.
suroeying As a result, teams
kClGS in
the Southern
hnuthens save',
caves were
wezre given
gieen all the side peesages
passages in an
area to survey.
Familiarisation - At the commencement of the survey
case to be
none of the organisers were familiar with the cave
surveyed.
smncded. Over the fust
fi rst yecks
year they WClse
were introduced to the
cave a section at a time. This meant that they and a few
others spent eonsidcrable
Ckmounts d
considerable amounts
of time escorting the
surveyors to their starting points. At the suggestion of
Ernst Holland, before commencinh
commencing the survey of the
Southern eaees,
rClmilicnh;etioe tour Wife
caves, a familiarisation
was carrieh
carried out
for all regular surveyors. During the tour, areas requiring special
spccial treatment
tl1::atment eithci
becaese they were fragile or
either because
needed exploration were pointed out. The result of the
familiarisation tour meant that the organisers have been
freid
dozics.
freed from their escort duties.
Tis~ick poisw&s
passage', were
nere
Tie-in
points - In tho
the Northern caoos
caves side passages
of
often
teo surveyed before the main
mClin tSCleClrse
traverse and this lead to
numerous problems in establishing tie-in points. The
sQtiney stations
statmns placed in the Northern
only permanent survey
caves during this project were drill holes in the concrete
paths.
Reloeation of
rzf thesz.z
these holes has
hets proved diffimlt
difficult as
pathse Relocation
thed becoms
nith dirt and are virt?IZilly
if distinthey
become filled with
virtually indistinguishable from drip holes in the concrete.

The Southern caves main traverse was marked with
surveyors nails. In case side passages were smviyed
surveyed
before the main
cnain traverse
haaerse on the Southern
Scmthem eaves
caves survey,
ssrvey,
alllightswitch boxes were given a Dymo tag number and
the
ths red light on the box was
mas taken as a station.
statiooe The
lightswitch boxes were then surveyed in during the
theodolite traverse. However, it must be realised that
lightswitch boxes are semi-permanent
semi~permiinent stations as one
has already been moved due to upgrading of the electriwisinge
cal wiring.
The surface traverse has been marked with surveyors
i r :mden pegs.
drill holes with wings or wooden
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Sketches
Sk±'iliches - Many of the e:uly
early sketches
skc:s ches for the Northem
Northern
caves are not drawn to :irale.
scale. Tha
The ::ketchrrr
sketchers tended to
use map symbols that they were familiar with despite
seS of ASF map symbol::
(Mathe\:;:::
being issueh
issued with a set
symbols (Mathews,
Tram"c:ibing these sketches
rketche::: to a ma::F
er map was
1985). Transcribing
master
extremely time consuming and the assistance of Vicki
Bonwick in this task is gratefully acknowledged. During
the survey
Of the Southem
Southern cave::
caves the field sketches
::ker::hes werr
were
::ttrvey of
nq::tcsted
requested at a scale of eisher
either 1:100
1:
or 1:200
l:dChJ with ASF
map symbols.

blarned for the slow progress.
blamed
prodre;::::. Maintaining
MainTaining the
the: quality of
the main underground and surface traverses and the
quality control on the magnetic underground survey
haw all been time comuming.
have stanstau"
have
consuming. At no stage l::::ue
ordes to finish the project
dards been compromised in order
projeCT
rapidly.

Table 3 summarizes the changes in organisation that
occurred between the Northern and Southern caves
SUTtees.
surveys.

ExpR!ffsftion
Exploration - in order for this survey
suuce:h to be as complete
complete:
as possible all squeezes, grovels and climbs were investigated. During these investigations only a short length
of new cave haa
baen en
Tared for the
tha first time.
time:" The ends
end::
has been
entered
of "promising" passages
passage:: are aImo:,t
almost always derorated
decorated
with the graffiti of previous explorers and date from the
1890's to the 1960's. Many {:f
of the:;e
these passages remaineq
remained
concealed front
from the surveying
them
conce:aled
survahmg teams until shown to then:
by Ernst Holland and other guides at Jenolan. During
these investigations some myths have been destroyed
and others c:mfirmed.
confIrmed.

Length of the project - With four or five survey teams
working one weekend per month the project had been
estimated to take
estxmtted
Ulhe a year.
year The proJert
project is about
ab:mR to enter its
17th month and is likely to take some 24 months. The
organisational problems have slowed all aspects of
pwducing
producing the final maps but they cannot be entirely

The most successful exploration during the time of the
RiveT~
connection of she
the Imperial Riverproject has been the com:cdion
way
wah milh
with Spider Cave by SUSS.
SUSS: This
Tl::is has added an
additional 2 km plus passage to The Jenolan Cave
System. The assistance of Jill Rowling, Guy Cox and
Mike
Mihe: Lake in supplying
cs:;pplyind and
aod transfarring
transferring the original

It
In organising
Drhanisinh data and ::ketches:
sketches, filing them by date was
a mistake for rapid retrieval. Files by area are more
effective.

:rLHLE3
TABLE 3
CHANGES IN ORGANISATION NORTHERN - SOUTHERN CAVES
1987 Northern caves
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1988 Southern caves

1.

No familiarisation tour

Familiarisation tour conducted

2.

groups surveying
Several droups
side passages in the one section

(;roup
Group aHoaated
allocated a sndion
section and
surveyed all side passages

3.

TheoHolile
Theodolite trave:rse:
traverse generally
passage survehsnd
surveying
behind side
tide pasFiada

:rheodoliTo R.raversn
Theodolite
traverse generally ahead
of side pannage
passage ssurveying
rruaymg

4.

Coordinates for main trauassa
traverse not
available:
available until computed.

Coordinates for main traverse
available in cave

5.

Main traverse stations marked
holes.
with drill holes"

Main traverse stations
warked with
,::fth nails
nailE:
marked

6.

Light switch boxes not surveyed in

Light switch boxes surveyed in

7.

Sketches
Sketch,,"Fi ::t
at random scales

dhetchc::: at 1:100 or 1:200
Sketches

8.

ASF survey symbols not always used

ASF surved
survey symbols used

9.

Data and sketches filed
flled by date

Data and sketches filed
flled by area

10:
10.

SketchaE
Dften c:t:ded
Sketches often
needed to be redrawn
photocopied redtH:f:d
reduced or enlarged
before inclusion on final map.

Sketches
dhetchaFi drawn to
t:: correct
mrrect scale by
surveyor before
iTdore inclusion on
Oft the
final map.
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dalm for
feH Spider Cave
C;we to the projects
data
pmjecb dat;,
data basa
base is acknowledged.
The survey has enabled
en;;bled eXdlorarion
locu';cd
exploration to Yecome
become focused
on areas where further connections with very close caves
may be made
mad;~~ sucYas
iind E;lse
FseneY~
such as Aladdin, Gbss
Glass and
False Frenchmans. Because of its considerable length a connection
wiTY
desisable, the
trhe distance
distanen
with Mammoth Cove
Cave is lhe
the most desirable,
between the southern end of Mammoth Cave and th,;
the
northern end of Spider Cave is 500 m. Slowly the J enolan
m;1;;ter
z~~ave system is
i:; yie1Ying
s;~:£~;reb and Henry
Henth
master cave
yielding its secrets
Shannon;s Hairy Diprotodon is being exposed.
~
Shannon's

Conservation - during exploration and surveying, special care
has had to be
bn taken of the
lYe particularly fragile
carn has;
Systam. Without
Witho:It daa
caa~
nature of The J enolan Cavu
Cave System.
due caution it would have been possible to destroy irreplaceable
furtr Ita mark
m;lrk the
I he cave
caOL;
dncorarions
sadimz;nts ;md
decorations and sediments
and to further
with graffiti. In the early stages of the survey, teams were
and ;;"rvay
survey in delicate arans
areas and
reluctant to investigate "nd
thus missed many extensions. Later a combination of
specific instruction
enolan
sp"cifia
insh ,gtioo from the J enol
an Caves senior guide,
taking'
clnaa clothes,
cklhe;,; takiog
011 cbhes
taking in clean
taking off
clothes ;md
and padding
exploration equipment, meant that all but the most
fr;;wile ;;reas
eouk be explored and
anO surveyed.
su;
Howeva;,
fragile
areas could
However,
a climb to a promising lead at the top of the Temple of
Baal Chamber
Cl;;;mher had
hrh to be abandoned
ab;;ndooed because
becauz;;; of
ofEde
the risk
faIlind mud and calcite hitting
hittinf;; a splendid dennratitm
of falling
decoration
known as the Angels' Wing.

that they are
trhat
<lre and
aod thare
there are only a few
f,~w dissenting aoRces.
voices.
The second is what lendth
length to use for tho
the larhf;
large fe;zture;;
features
such as the Grand Arch and connections to the passages
;iff it. In oider
off
order to obtain a contour ;;urv,'e
survey oftfe
of the Grand
Arch over 8 km of traverse was measured. To establish
a le;tgtrh
length for this fearore
feature there are two po';sibilitie;;
possibilities. Om
One
is to survey from passage to passage around the circumf;atroe. The leegth
fereni;e of the feature.
ference
length of a fe;sture
feature ;;uch
such as the
GraodAreh
tr;we; line from
frow dripline to drip
driplina
Grand Arch is the traverse
line
with projections to the passages leading from it. This
wri! discussions
di:;z;us;;;;ons with an internainterna;
;;;as the method
m:Ithod used after
was
tionalgroup of speleologists attending the Man's Impact
liD Karst
Tzsrst conference
;~~;;nfroenee at Jenolan, A;;gU:;l
19;fd.
on
August 1988.
At
Gt the time of writing the length of
01 The Jenolan Cave
darived from tha
mai;t computer crae,;rse
System derived
the main
traverse (after
the data has been reduced) is 14.4 km; this includes 1.8
fm for Spider Cave.
Cave~ Chere
;;1 ill a ;;onsiderahle
km
There is still
considerable amoum
amount
of data from recent surveying to transfer to the data
reduction
zed"z;tio" program. The
Tho pre;;lnt
present ;kpth
depth of The Jkuola"
enolan
Cave Syslam'
System is 104 m b"f
but thii
this figure
figuie will incraase
increase as the
main computer traverse does not as yet include the
aave ;;yskm.
system.
highest point of the cave
Wh£i4 is there
4!Tore left
zeft to
tic survey? - Chen;
ar;~; many extensive
extoosive
What
There are
sections of the cave yet to be surveyed; they are:- the
ypider-Imperial connection and Spider Cave extenSpider-Imperial
m"in traverse, Exhibition
Em'1ibition Cham;
sions, part ofthe LUi;;S
Lucas main
Chamber and side passages and the Barralong side passages
together
'Uk~i!;;;;vl with she
the Red
Ted ;2nd
and Whitefemples.
White Temples.

ASSESSMENT AND THE FUTURE

During the first two years of the Jenolan Cave System
Surveying
project mud;
much has been learnt by all particiSrnveying projecs
p;mts.
pants. Two of the organisers wez;;
were completely confid;;nt
confident
in their ability to survey caves in general and long caves
in particular. Th;;s
prep;red maps
mapz; ;if
They had surveyed ;;Dd
and prepared
of
caves all over the World and the two most notable are
thz; Atea Kananda
Kanand;; at 35 km and Mamo Kananda
Karanda at 55
d5
the
km (James et aI.,
aLi 1983). The main difference
diffefinct: in this
survey is
IS the standard at which it is being carried out and
the checking
that is going into the final
tha
checkind thet
linal production.
There have been smaIler
smaller caves and sections of cave
surveyed at ;;imiliar
similiar stmrdanh
standards b"t
but nowdera
nowhere has a ;;ava
cave as
large and as complex as The Jenolan Cave System bem
been
surveyed in this
l his manner.
Olanner. The way in which the results of
th;
ilie to be published are
r;re presented in
In The
l he
the pmject
project are
Jenolan Cave System Surveying Project - Part 2, Tech(Bonwidz et aI., 1988).
niques and Computing (Bonwick

There is only one known
h;lOWH existing
exi;Yling survey
inrvny of the dives
diues in
South;;rn caves
z~~<;~vei where significant lengths of under;;nder
the Southern
water passages have been explored.

These will be surveyed by the cave divers.
The future - In the future it is expected that the J enolan
Cave System Surveying
Project will
hurveying Troject
wiIl extend and become
The Jenolan Caves
Gives Surveying Project.
Pmj,;ct. Hence
lIenee the comcom;
plete network of cave and surface traverses for Jenolan
will he
ou one data base.
basL
be a;;;;ilable
available on

Tha
z£iid d;;dth
dave System
dystem - The
he
depth ;;fThc
of The den;;!an
Jenolan Cave
The length and
publish;~d
SY;;Tem must
wusl be
published l;;ogth
length for The J;uolan
Jenolan Ca"!;
Cave System
acceptable both nationaIly
nationally and internationaIly.
internationally. The cave
su';lem
eonne;tion with Spider Cave
Cl;ge is a concz;osystem ::fter
after its connection
tender for the honour of being the longest cave in
A;;~;tra hz. Th;
long; ;;;t cave
c;;;;e is Exit
wxit Cave, Tasm
aAustralia.
The preTentr
present longest
Tasmania at 17 km (Mathews,
(Mathews; 1985).
The first
fil';E coetentious
her caves
eavec: on
~m two
t,;;o sides
contentious point is what
whether
of an arch are part of the same system. The consensus is
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ALLAN, TONY
ALLUM, ROBYN
ALLUM,RON
ANDERSON, TED
BAR LOW, CAREY
BAR LOW, DA VID
BONWICK, MARK
BONWICK, YICKI
BOWMAN, GLEN
BRANAGAN, DAYID
BRIDGE, DONNA
BRIDGE, RUSSELL
BRIDGE, SUZANNE
BRISTER, K
BROWN, CHRIS
BROWN, PETER
BYE, JULIE
CALLAGHAN, JOHN
CARRICK, STEPHEN
CHALKER, LEONE
CHALLIS, BR YN
CHAMBERS, MAITHEW
CLEVER, BRYAN
COCHRANE, JANE
COLE, PHIL
CONNOLL Y, DEBBIE
COX, GUY
CRA WLEY, STEVE
CULLY, PETER
DEYINE, LOUISE
DOUGHTY, DAVE
DUFFIN,A.
DUGGAN, JAMES
DUNKLEY, JEANEITE
DUNKLEY, JOHN
DUNNE, CHRIS
EDWARDS, SUE
EMANUEL-SMITH, WARREN
FAIRWEATHER, ALAN
FARDOULEY, TERRY
FIEDLER, HELGA
FITZSIMMONS, JANE
FURBY, JUDITH
GIANNOTIS, NICK
GIBIAN, MIKE
GIBSON, FERGUS
GIBSON, MARGARET
GIBSON, REG
GREY, MIKE
WOOD,IAN
ADDITIONAL
FRANKLIN, ROSS
KIDSTON,J.

GRUNDY, ALAN
OLIVER, KEITH
GUY, RICHARD
OLIVER, PETER
HAMPTON, FRAN
OSBORN, JOHN
HARDY, ANTHONY
OSBORNE, ARMSTRONG
HAWKES, NICK
O'DRISCOLL, STEVE
HAWKINS, ROBERT
PEMBLE, HARRY
HAY, A.
PASLEY, KEITH
HEARN, DA YID
PAVEY, ANDREW
HINE, LIONEL
PINNOCK, KIM
HOBBS, DEREK
PINNOCK, RICK
HOLLAND, ERNST
PROBST, CHRIS
HOOLITHAN, KELL Y
PRUST, PHIL
HUGHES, KEVIN
RAWLINSON, NOEL
INNES, GEOFF
RIDEOUT, JOHN
JAMES, JULIA
RIDGLEY, ADRIAN
KATES, GRAEME
RITCHIE, BILL
KEIR, BELINDA
ROGERS, PETER
KING, RANDALL
ROSS, CHRIS
LAKE, MIKE
ROWLING, JILL
LARKIN, PATRICK
RUBIN, JEFF
LAURENDET, CRAlG
RUDMAN, TIM
LAURENDET, HELEN
RUXTON, PETER
LAURENDET, MARK
RYAN, GREG
LEWIS, IAN
SCANLAN, NIGEL
LINDSA Y, ROBERT
SCOIT, MARTIN
LUKEY, CHRIS
SEABROOK, JIM
LUTHERBURROW, IAN
SHANNON, HENRY
MACKENZIE, W.
SIMINGTON, ALISTER
MAITS, DON
SPATE, ANDY
MARTIN, DAVE
SPENCE, PAUL
MATHER, C.
SPENCE, R.
McCARTNEY, JUDY
STARAJ, MARK
McCARTNEY SIMON
STARCY, M.
McLAREN, ANNE
STOFFELS, DIRK
McLAREN, SONNY
TOOMER, PHIL
McNEAL, JUDY
TRICKEIT, OLIVER
McNEAL, RICHARD
TUNNOCK, GREG
MELHUISH, NICK
TUNNOCK, LYN
MICHIE, JANE
VAUGHAN-TA YLOR, KIER
MICHIE, KATE
WARILD, ALAN
MICHIE, NEVILLE
WASMUND, MICHAEL
MITCHELL, CAROL
WELCH, BRUCE
MORRIS PETER
WELLINGS, PETER
MUENZENRIEDER,LUDWIG WHEATLEY, ADRIAN
MURRA Y, SIMON
WHITE, TONY
NEWBOULD, RON
WILCOX, LIANE
NIEUWENDYK, PETER
WILCOX, SHANE
NURSE, BEN
WILKINSON, G.
OLIVER, JENNY
WILSON, MARK

STEENWICK, KEITH
WING LEE, PETER

MOSS, PAUL
SMITH, MARTIN
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY - AN IMPORTANT TOOL USED IN EXPLORATION AND RECORDING OF
LIMESTONE KARST AREAS IN FAR NORTH QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA.

Tom W. L. Robinson.
ABSTRACT

TIle existence of caves at Chillagoe has been known for
over a century. In those days, however, knowledge came
from individual experience or by word of mouth from
someone with that experience. Only in the last twenty years
has an organised attempt been made, to document features as an aid to conservation ofthis and other, limestone
areas.
This documentation involved the naming or numbering of
the limestone outcrops and tagging of the individual
entrances to caves with a numbered metal plate identifying the cave to which it led. Having tagged an entrance it
became extremely important to record exactly where it
could be found by persons who had never been there
before. In North Queensland, relocation can be hampered
by the complex and rugged tower karst terrain and the vegetation, which seasonally camouflages or exposes, the bedrock slopes and collapse dolines. Add to this insufficient
infonnation as to the whereabouts of the entrance, and
you have the recipe for a lost cave.

INTRODUCTION
Most cavers in North Queensland have experienced
difficulties in the relocation of a cave. Often, in looking
for an elusive entrance, they find others. Recognizing
the correct entrance can be difficult unless it is accompanied by an accurate description or a photograph, ifthe
latter is possible. The position of the actual tag should be
noted in the original entrance description, as a guide to
just where to look. Chillagoe Caving Club have adopted
a convention of placing tags on the left hand side of
entrances at about chest height and visible from the
most practical approach to the entrance. Where entrances are large dolines, lengthy grikes or shafts this
convention breaks down so the description is vital.
Ideally, external surveys from the cave tag to a base
datum point should be the responsibility of the tagger.
This should be provided together with an entrance
description, and if possible, bearings to other salient
features visible from the entrance, not forgetting the
relevant tower numbers.
Where there are no other established base datum points,
the job of recording an entrance becomes more difficult.
In areas where time and access problems are not great,
it is possible to spend time establishing survey datum
points on, or at the foot of, the cavernous towers. These
can be used as reference points for later cave entrance
location surveys. Care must be taken in the choice of
reference points. Blazed trees are not successful. Num-
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be red plates attached to trees by nails were attacked by
sap chemicals, expelled or overgrown within two years
of application. Large rocks at the foot of bed-rock slopes
are far more easily recognized as reference points, and
may be photographed for record purposes. Should they
be identified with numbered triangular shaped perimeter survey tags, these should be fixed in a way that
expansion or contraction will not loosen them. (One
such survey tag was removed by a Bower bird, and was
later recovered from its bower.)
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
In remote wilderness areas, such activity may be considered a waste of precious time, especially when exploration is considered to be of prime importance. In such
areas aerial photography has much to offer. Firstly by
obtaining the relevant photographs of the area in stereo
pairs, larger scale detail maps can be prepared of the
area to be of assistance to the ground party. It is
advisable to purchase those flown at the lowest altitude,
and if possible have them enlarged to 1:5000 scale for
mapping purposes. Maps drawn to scales larger than
this will be too small to record entrances clearly, should
the density of cave entrances be great.
Such aerial photography will also indicate drainage
patterns, the breakdown of the tower into tower groups,
and other landmarks useful for survey purposes. Sometimes resolution on the photo allows cave entrances to
be suggested.
OBLIQUE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Having produced a map of the area, other forms of
aerial photography complement the system. Actually an
extension of "photo tagging", this method involves the
taking of a number of low level, oblique aerial photographs, while circumnavigating the tower or towers concerned. It is essential that these obliques should contain
the whole "face" of the tower including the top and the
base and to avoid confusion, should the aircraft be on an
extensive photographic mission, detailed records should
be kept of the position of the aircraft relative to the
towers for each photograph in the sequence. Copies of
these photos can be used in the field by parties to more
readily identify the actual position of entrances which
can be marked on the photograph. An entrance location
and description is all that is required to supplement the
oblique photos and accurately place the entrance position on the map.
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CONCLUSIONS
Though initially expensive this method of recording cave
entrances is very effective and is really the only form of
"photo tagging" suitable to North Queensland tower
karst areas. It also provides a "bird's eye" view and often
gives the cave explorer clues of where to look for new
caves.

COMPARISON OF NORTH QUEENSLAND
TROPICAL KARST AREAS
Tom W.L.Robinson

ABSTRACI'

Comparisons between the Chillagoe, MitchellPalmer, Wallace Creek and Mt. Consider areas.
Factors contributing to the evolution of the present
day landscape.

T .W.L.Robinson,
"Lagoona"
P.O.Box 121.
Smithfield.
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"IS ASF RELEVANT?" 1WO PERSPECTIVES.
Andy Spate and John Dunkley.

ABSTRACT
Lack of understanding of the respective roles and aspirations of managers and cavers by each party often leads to
adversarial positions and potential conflict. These two
papers address questions relating to communication between cavers, cave managers and cave scientists.

1. MANAGERIAL INTERACTION WITH
CAVERS

2. ASF: HOW RESPONSIVE AND HOW
RESPONSIBLE

Andy Spate

John Dunkley

A This paper addresses the needs, expectations and
B obligations of cave and karst managers and of

S users. It is primarily concerned with the interaction
T between managers and users of wild caves.
R
A Examples of conflict are briefly discussed and
C some suggestions for non-adversarial interaction
T are given. It is emphasized that interactions between managers and users must be two way and
that both sides must understand the responsibilities, aspirations and obligations of the user.

This paper develops some ofAndy Spate's themes
and asks whether ASF (or cavers generally) are
capable of an intelligent response. Central to the
success of ASF policies and image of organized
speleology generally has been the close relationA ship between members interested in scientific reC search, conservation/management and recreational
T caving. However several developments in recent
years call into question the continued effectiveness
of ASF in addressing all of its stated aims.
A

B
S
T
R

Some suggestions are offered for discussion and
debate.

INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the needs, inter-relationships and roles of managers and users of non-tourist
("wild") caves. Some managers will be private landholders, tourist cave operators, other park rangers or
similar. Obviously there will be different responsibilities
but reactions are often similar. Users will extend in a
broad spectrum from highly motivated and skilled cavers and scientists to out and out "ratbags". HamiltonSmith (1981) has a useful discussion of the user spectrum; perhaps the manager spectrum should also be
examined in a similar way.
First of all I feel that I must make a personal statement
about my job and my involvement with cave users. This
paper is in many ways a personal credo and perhaps plea
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for both cavers and managers to become more aware of
each others needs and hopes. I have written elsewhere
(Spate 1973, 1984) of my views that use of caves (by
cavers and tourists) is more damaging to the cave
resource than is sporadic quarrying, rubbish dum ps and
perhaps forestry operations. Davey (1976) presents a
useful discussion of these problems. That is not to say
that there are not very considerable dangers from such
activities especially at places like Mount Etna, Yessabah
and in Tasmania.
My position is unusual in that I manage directly no karst
resources. I tender advice to Service staff (at district,
regional and head office levels) and to some organizations outside the Service which request assistance from
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the Service.
SetVizT.. Examples of these latter include
lude shire coun
councils, NSW Government
cases
Gov:rnment agencies and in a few casvs
Government agencies outside NSW. I have also had a
rc:~
long amz[tvur
amateur caving carcer
career and have:
have conduded
conducted research into various aspects of karst in various parts of
Australia. Because of this personal
per·.cmal imolventc:nt
involvement with
ez; ned upon to act as a "prisoners friend"
friend~
f;;res
caves I am often called
to cavers and research workers. The resultant wearing
of two
quite diffiuuh
difficult and debilitulmg
debilitating - I
tWO hats I find quid
thought I was becoming paranoid but recently found out
that this paranoia takes only 4-6 weeks to develop in
cavers becoming
cauers
bccz;minp managers/guides.
.HUl. . " •••••

e:xte;tt the cave management In
l'~dW has
ha·.
To some extent
in NSW
entered
antcred a new era with a more open and professional
approach to the management of caves and karst. The
raazons for this
thir are many;
reasons
mzmh; the increasing professionalprofeE.sional·
ism of bureaucracies and cavers, increasing public pressure and ;+uenuz:·;
avenues for public involvement, reduction in
management bu
by regulations displayed on quaint :mtiquc
antique
boards (all saying penalty "Five Pounds"). The recognition, by managers,
manapers, of the
he ledi1imaCit
legitimacy of recreation:;J
recreational
caving as an "appropriate use" has certainly helped here
more honc:si
honest. In the
as the whole approach has become m;;ra
past canep
caving cluh·.
clubs have invented
scientific loding
looking ee·
exmventah scieniific
cuses for obtaining access to controlled areas; these
71 pear to have fooled managers.
tn:tnagerr. Perhaps they were just
appear
looking the other way? Hopefully these times are past
and both cave users and managers recognize that there
must be a spectrum of recreational, sci
scientific
man:ntific and mao·
agement opportunities.
hVhen communicz;lions
£Hanager and user break
When
communications between manager
down, or have never been established, there often tends
mnawaa or
to be a runaway
c;r snowballing effect and
rmd tkc:
the parties
become more and more distant. A recent example of
thi;;
in:brogli:? around
this are the evcni·.
events surrounding ihe
the imbroglio
Kubla
Cave at Mnle
Mole Cred
Creek in Turmania.
Tasmania. I believe
duhla Khan Caan
belieu;,
that the "Mexican standoff' which has eventuated was
utterly predictable and ,;/;ould
should oever
never have happened.
works,
Positive management, possibly involving physical
physic:)1 worh.
reqt;ired. A caving dub·.i:,;led
barden~
is apparenily
apparently required.
club started a hardening project which was ultimately halted by the managem;.;nt autPority.
man:tgerir;J authorzmthor~
ment
authority. It is unlihlaythas
unlikely that the managerial
ity has the means or perhaps the expertise to carry out
within-cave works and there seems to have been some
rtaudardr. in rebt;;m
uiritor5 to
double standards
relation to ide
the contrnl
control of visitors
the cave. Here, it appears to me, managers have lost
;lccess
parI
access to labour :snd
and expertise and "face·
"face" in frc:nt
front of part
of the caving community.
comm unity. Cavers, on their
the1r part, have lost
contact with the managers and perhaps were behaving
not very sensibly,
r.c:nsibla. or even perhaps irre;;ponsiblh.
irresponsibly, i.Owad
toward
the cave. I believe there is "egg" on both faces.
The sudden
sud;kZl advent
aduent of
ofthz;
the Jenohm
J enolan Env
Environment
rt>nmeni Protecdrotection Committee and resulting multi-media controversy
in my viem
view is a similar
SImilar case
ca,re but perhaps with a reversal
of the "silliness" role. However, more good is likely to
frnm the Jenolan
Jem;lan happening ihan
emerge from
than the Tar·
Tasm;'llllan affray.
manian

00
On a smaller
smrHer scale, we recently have had a cave dig
encounter
encoimter a very interesting looking sub-fossil deposit at
a1
Bungonia. The management body called a halt to this
dig for
fnr around six weeks
meeks whilst some reblively
som
relatively ;tn
cursory
investigations took place. Interesting rumours began to
drrulate
ab;;;p the
circulate around ihe
the Sydney caving se;ne
scene about
heavy hand of bureaucracy and about ddibcl
deliberate
Cite at·
attempts to destroy the site completely.

Such digs should be closely monitored by both the
diggers and man;:hcrs
managers to ensum
ensure that stratified
sedistcatified ;;edi·
meZlis
arc: not de:troyed.
cnicro~
ments and/or bGElas
bones are
destroyed, cave microclimates changed and that opening of new entrances
does
prohlems.
docs not lead to aggravation of management problems.
Tde Punchbowl-Signature tunnel at Wee Jasper, dug
The
and blocked in the 1960s, is a good example of this latter
latter.
History is ;;ow
now in danger of repeating itsdf
itself at Bungonia
Hi;;t;;ry
with a similar dig. I believe that the ASF Code of Ethics
mvem the situation fm
enihusi~
adequately covers
for digging, but enthusidistorter of ethics.
asm is often a di·.ic:tler
ROLE
ROleE OF THE
FHE MANAGER.
WANAGFR.

The manehnr
resource:·. will
manager of publicly owned karst resources
haoe a variety of roles; ;.ome
have
some of these roles will by'
be
statutory, others will be traditional and thus perhaps of
m pie of
dehious
len ex;;
dubious value to eiiher
either manager or user. An
example
this latter might be the artificial minimum party sizes
that seem to appear spontaneouslJ
spontaneously in tourist cave areas
areas.
Ofien
the; ;;ne
per;son party is the one
oe:;' most
Often the
one or two person
interested in the resource, they may well have a great
deal to
io offer the guide air;;
also.
Obviously the management direction will vary with the
re·;p;msibilitiesauc.l
zllrectlons ofthe management
managemant body.
responsibilities
and directions
But, as with other non-renewable resources, a conservati~.: direction
.:ire.·· ~ n 1S
.- ica p n eveo
tive
is indicated
even if primary functions
include revenue raising
Z':,tising or touri·;i
delnand servicing.
set;;icing.
tourist demand
Clearly such conservative directions are hard to justify
profc;·.;sions - and kad-linc
simil:tt professions
to accountants and similar
hard-line
government adoption of user-pays principles do not
necessarily help either.
A further complicating factor often raised is that of
NSWNPWS
public safety. Th:
The NSW
NPWS is often under pressure
to open or reopen vehicular tracks to caves so that
re,~cned more earily.
easily. This
Thir is usually bv
by
people can be rescued
nili aligned with formal caving groups
Hcoupz. who in
people not
NSW at least seem relatively happy to walk. Davey has
pointed out that life is bac.;cally
basically dangerous but this sort
of statement is unlikely to impress the legal fraternity
and the rising tide of "American" style
onlyh
stple litigation
litiHation can onl
make
m:thc the public safety red-herring more complex.

A third c;zmplic;;Jing
complicating factor is that of lack of resources
and of priorities directed toward active on- an
andI in-theground management. Whilst the human and money
resource
n:,:.z:urce situation
:·.iluation is unlikely to improve
impw v .· dramatically
dratnltiicaH..,
across the board there seems to be an increasing recognilizmofkac:tvaluc·;am
znlisto
it management
manaeemem authorilu;thori
nition ofkarst values amongst
our
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ties and thus overall karst management is improving.
Whether this increase has anywhere near the same slope
as the gradient of increasing use pressures is another
question.
The manager is thus the "meat in the sandwich" between
the many conflicting expectations of the public and the
statutes. For example the public would, I think, expect a
cave tour to be completely safe (like cars, roads, cigarettes, etc.). However, the attraction of adventure tours
must, in part at least, be the presence of real or perceived dangers such as darkness, vertical drops and so
on.
All of this forces us into the spectrum approach where
we provide opportunities for different sorts of use (e.g.
the so-called OROS - the outdoor recreational opportunity spectrum ofStankey and others). In many ways wild
cave areas managed by cave tourism authorities have
traditionally been utilized this way but as a bi-modal,
rather than as a continuous, distribution. Adventure
tours start to introduce the continuity but are probably
not enough to satisfy the full range of demands. In
addition we certainly don't cope well with the apportioning the spectrum of cave and karst resources to match
the user demands. This, of course, is the realm of cave
classification which requires both a detailed knowledge
of the local resource and the state and national perspective. We need more scientists looking at basic documentation of caves and their contents, at how their ecosystems work and what, if any, buffering capacity they have
to cope with surface and underground disturbance.
Unfortunately this sort of information is difficult to
obtain and indeed difficult to relate to effective management strategies and tactics.
Very soon we must face up, nationally, to the fact that we
have not enough of the resources to continue the way we
( cavers and managers) have been going over the last few
decades. One of the biggest tasks facing the manager
will be to convince users of these limitations. Users like
myself must realize that the "golden age" of caving is now
past in Australia. This is demonstrated by the Australian
leadership and involvement internationally in cave exploration in Papua New Guinea, Thailand and Mexico.

The question "Why does one go caving?" is frequently
asked and is as frequently poorly answered as are most
of these sorts of questions. One can respond with Sir
John Hunt's immortal reply but the reasons are obviously far more complex. Much of the reason is clearly to
do with the social networks that are established - managers reading trip reports that deal mainly with the
Saturday night around the campfire may understand
some of this. These sorts of reports may well arise from
the difficulty most people have verbalizing or writing
about emotive experiences. They rarely reflect the professional standards that many caving groups profess and
certainly don't often provide the sorts of information
managers must have in order to understand the resources they are entrusted with on behalf of the community.
The experience that cavers are attempting to satisfy
include elements of the following inter-related needs:

* The need for "wilderness" experience over a broad
range of expectations.

* The need to discover unknown places and new caves.
This latter rarely happens but a degree of
"unknownness" is probably there in most caves.
* The need for building social awareness and contacts getting away from it all with some friends.
* The need to do something different without the obvious controls of modern society.
* The need to contribute to society in order to justify the
relatively privileged access that has been made
available in the past. As the "newness" of the
experience dies away to be replaced by genuine
inquisitiveness this need becomes more dominant.
Those interested in the motivation of cavers are urged to
read Leakey (1978) who argued that the primary motive
is one of fear coupled with being born to lead or to
follow. He also points out that writing about caving is the
supreme way of achieving fame and status in speleology
- and avoids the inconvenience of actually going underground.
ROLE AND EXPECTATIONS OF RESEARCH
WORKERS

ROLE AND EXPECTATIONS OF CAVERS
I believe that the roles and expectations of cavers are not
well understood by managers. This lack of understanding has in my opinion been partially engendered by the
caving fraternity and some of the frustrations that both
parties are now experiencing indicate that past practices
and attitudes need change. Amongst these changes are
the need for managers to recognize the validity of recreational caving as a pastime and users must also realize
the limited nature of the resource and accept that some
restriction will increasingly become the norm.
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There is clearly a continuum of researchers from the
cave mapper through to dedicated and full-time institutionally supported workers. However there are a number of needs in common of which the most basic is
access. This often needs to be relatively unfettered and
sometimes extremely short notice - for example hydrological research needs access at times of extreme events
which are unpredictable.
Sampling may be required and this may be destructive
and sometimes on a wide scale. Sampling needs often sit
uneasily on the shoulders of the managers of natural
resources.
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- resource documentation
- management actions based on sound advice
- sampling needs including destructive sampling
- sites of significance
- unfettered access
- lack of other visitor interference
- access needs conflicting with resource needs (bats in
winter)
RESEARCH NEEDS OF MANAGERS OF NON·
TOURIST CAVES
- resource documentation
- effect of use
- carrying capacity
- reactive capacity of the resource
- how to handle wild cave users
- what knowledge means to the manager
WORKING WITH USERS
- flexibility
- firmness
- cave access committees
- permits / contact / keys
- J enolan Sci. C'ttee
- Wyanbene example
- rationing

lan Household for explaining I am not alone in my
paranoia.
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USER RESPONSIBILITIES
- privileged positions
- rationality
- continuation of the integrity of the resource
- flexibility
- freedom
- mutual respect and understanding
CONCLUSIONS
It may be enough in this forum to finish with a quotation
from Leakey (1978)
"Finally mention must be made of the tiny minority
who are the salt of the earth in caving. The only
people of this century's cavers who future generations will revere in hatred and condemnation of the
rest will be those few - the Show Cave Owners. Caves
are continually being eroded away by cavers - albeit
usually unintentionally floors are damaged and formations smashed. It is only with the protection of a
Show Cave and the elements of access control that
go with it, that some of our caves are likely to be
conserved for future generations. Thus those who
will achieve ultimate fame will be the Show Cave
owners and/or proprietors."
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LAVA TUBES
THE REMARKABLE UNDARA LAVA TUBE SYSTEM· A GEOLOGIST'S VIEW.

Anne Atkinson.

DEDICATION
To the memory of our dear son TOM
who built the first stairs into Barkers Cave
- and never lost hiS interest.
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An estimated 23 km 3 of lava were empted from the
Undara Volcano to fonn a lava field 1550 km 2 in area.
One ofthe flows extended over 160 km to become the longest flow in Australia and one of the longest flows in the
world. This great length is attributed to very high effusion
rate, favourable topography and lava tube efficiency.
Temperature of eruption is estimated at approximately
120(J'C, with no unusual viscosity.
The lava tube system, marked by caves, arches and long
level ridges, extends for more than 100 km. The WALL
SECTION is the first Earth feature considered analogous
to sinuous ridges on the MOON. Other features are
comparable with those described in lava tube systems
elsewhere.

AUSTRALIA

~~_---.l

More than 20 arches and caves up to 13.5 m high and 1350
m long (but most less than 200 m) have been discovered
in the remarkable Undara Lava Tube System. A total of
over 6 km of tubes have now been surveyed and the first
profile ever to depict a source volcano in addition to
representative caves and arches is presented. Despite an
age of 190,000 years, protection from weathering has
allowed preservation of features usually seen only in
younger or Recent lavas.

o

SYDNEY

Oval to elongate depressions are adjacent to, or aligned
with, the caves and arches. These are conspicuous on air
photos as their "rain forest" vegetation contrasts sharply
with the open forest of the surrounding country. The
relationship of surface collapses to uncollapsed segments
of the tube system is of particular interest.
Lava tubes are common in highly fluid volcanic emptions
but few have been recognised in older lava fields and their
mode offonnation has long been controversial (Atkinson,
1988, this volume).

Figure 1: Cainowic basalt outcrops of eastern and southeastern Australia, occur within 400 km of the coast and
extend for over 4000 km. (Stephenson et al., 1980)
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144

148
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photo interpretation indicates further tubes in the Toomba
Flow (Nulla Province), and Kinrara Flow (McBride
Province), in addition to those of Undara
V ndara Volcano.

12

FIELD OBSERVATIONS
OBSERVATIONS·- OVERSEAS

16
1-6

It has been the author's incredible good fortune on
overseas visits, (1972, 1974 and 1980) to make brief observations, some in the company of noted geologists and
speleologists, in the states of Washington, Hawaii, Oregon,
Idaho, V.SA., and in France, Sicily, Iceland, the Eolian
Islands. As these observations are the basis for conclusions reached in this and the preceding paper they merit
mention:
On the Island of Hawaii, in 1972, lava was flowing
through a tube into the lava lake at Mauna Vlu and, in
1974, there was an eruption in the caldera of Kilauea
Volcano. During a visit in 1980 no eruption was in
progress but this and the previous visits afforded opportunity
to study very recent flow features. Details of some
tunityto
are given in this paper.

MCBride
M c8ride
ProvinceProvince·

ao

LOCATION AND GEOLOGICAL SETTING

144

148

Figure 2: The main areas (provinces) of Cainozoic basalt
outcropping in northeastern
TIle boxed area is
northeastem Australia. 17le
shown in Figure 6.
INTRODUCTION
Victorian lava tubes were the first described in Australia
by Ollier
OIlier and Brown (1965) and others. In North Queensland tubes are known in at least six localities (P.l.
(P.J.
Stephenson, pers. comm., 1988) including Blackbraes
and Spring Creek Stations and Barkers Crater area. Air

In eastern Australia, Cainozoic volcanism extended
more than 4,000 km (Fig. 1), Stephenson, Griffin and
Sutherland. In North Queensland, within 200 km of the
east coast, there are five major areas, or provinces (Fig.
2) and the Vndara Volcano is situated near the centre of
the McBride Province (Fig. 2). The province covers approximately 5000 km 2 and topographically forms a broad
dome. Of over 160 vents, the majority are in the central
region and only one volcano, Kinrara, is younger than
the Vndara Volcano (Fig. 3).
The Yaramulla Section, in the western branch of the
V ndara System, contains most of the caves and arches
Vndara
and is in proximity to the largest granite inlier.

Figure 3: Aerial view of Undara
Crater, 340 m across, looking
West. The tube system commences in the line of depression
running
naming away from the crater
towards the right. Photo: Tom
Atkinson.
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PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

Unlike the American Indians whose pictographs and
ancient fires give evidence of the use of lava caves from
prehistoric times, local aborigines state that their people
would have avoided such places. No drawings or evidence of rues have been found in the caves - only a few
artifacts at one cave entrance. Two caves, Barkers (Figs.
4a and 4b) and Road Cave (Fig. 17), have been known
for more than eighty years. The former was mapped by
Shannon in 1969 but most of the caves were discovered,
entered and mapped only in the course of the author's
work, 1972-74.
TWIDALE (1956) in discussing the distribution of volcanic centres in the McBride Province noted that there
were only two lineaments. Apparently through inadequate field investigation he incorrectly interpreted the
aligned collapse depressions as "a clear arcuate fissure
....... with a centre of eruption at its southeast end".
BEST (1960) and WHITE (1962) were the rust to
recognize the lava tube system. Without opportunity for
detailed investigation, they interpreted the pattern of
collapse features (Figure 5) as a collapsed lava tunnel,
with north and west branches. SHANNON made the
first
rust lava tube survey in the system (Barkers Cave) in
1969.
Following the UQSS visit to the area in 1977, GRIMES
(1977) made a very useful compilation of data from
previous studies of the major known caves and these
MATHEWS (1988) who entered the
were published by MATHEWS
cave names and brief descriptions in the ASPs
ASF's Karst
Index. IRWIN and GODWIN surveyed The Wind Tunnel and Inner Dome Cave this year.

Figure 4a: Barkers Cave, 50 m from its entrance. Note
gutter on left and lava level lines evident almost to the roof
on distant wall. The lava tube height is 13.5 m at this point
- the highest measured in the System. Granite hills are in
closer proximity here than at any other location along the
tube System. The relationship is interpreted between this
and the height of the lava tube. Photo: HJ. Lamont,
l.C.U.N.Q.
J.C.U.N.Q.

Figure 4b: Barkers Cave, viewed
from the entrance collapse. Some
ofthe original arched floor is exposed and has a distinctive "rope"
structure. The distant cross section is almost circular. It is noted
with interest that a distinctive
pattern of vesicles on the large
block in the centre foreground
can be matched to one in the
cave "roof' immediately above
H.l. Lamont,
it. Photo: H.J.
l.C.U.N.Q.
J.C.U.N.Q.
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Figure 5: Aerial view of
aligned collapse
col/apse depressions near Yaramul/a,
Yaramulla,
looking East. Kalkani, a
pyroclastic cone not connected with Undara, is on
the left.
Photo: HJ.
f.C.U.N.Q.
Lamont, f.e.
U.N.Q.
AIMS OF 1972 - 1974 INVESTIGATION
The aims of the 1972 - 1974 investigation were twofold:

1. At three locations (Figure 6), namely:
a). close to the crater;
b). maximum distance from it;
c). at an intermediate locationlocation - to measure and map (Fig. 7) representative
caves in order to establish any relationships between
shape, size and distance from the source volcano. This

would provide the data required to draft a longitudinal
profile
proflle (Fig. 8) through a source crater as well as representative caves. No similar project had previously been
attempted anywhere in the world (R. Greeley, pers.
comm., 1974).
2. To discover evidence which would confirm or refute
the mode of formation postulated by Oilier
Ollier and Brown
(1965)
(1%5) for lava caves in Victoria, by Hatheway (1911) for
caves in New Mexico and by Greeley and Hyde (1972)
for caves on Mt St Helens, V.SA.

Figure 6: The
171e Undara lava field. Circled numbers denote sections of the lava tube system referred to in the text: 1, Crater
Section; 2, North Section; 3, Yaramulla Section; 4, Wall Section. Other numbers are locations of cave entrances as
shown in Figure 8. Letters 'j4"
"A" to "D"
''D'' denote locations of specimens chemically analysed (Table 2)
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Figure 7: Maps of selected caves, with some cross
sections. In all cases, lava moved from left to right
right..
Localities
Po[alities - see Figure 6; caFe
cave names, Figure 8.
Cave U11-12£ is Greeley
Gree/ey Cave; The Wind Tunnel
and Inner Dome plans are shown. The extension
1987) of over 350 m of Bayliss Cave, now meas(1987)
K4Tsd to 01'4:0
makes it the longest lava tube
ured
over 1350 m, mekes
recorded in Australia. The extension is not shown
as it has not yet
pet been surveyed
surveyed.
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METHODS OF STUDY
....

(:aves
Caves (locations, Fig. 6) and some collapse depressions (Fig. 5) were measured by tape, prismatic compass and Abney level from a datum
approximately 10 cm squarv,
square, painted on a conas the base of each cnttance
spicuous block
dlock at
entrance
collapse. At the suggestion of NASA geologist
Greeley, helium balloons were used to
Greelep.
hl measure
n c:+sure
save
mard[d and
cave heights. A nanow
narrow ribb.m
ribbon was marked
rolled on to a fishing reel and just prior to use a
strong balloon was filled with helium and attSiched
ribboa. Balloon
Ballozm gas was inadvertached to the ribbon.
nnsatistently supplied on one trip and found unsatisfactory. The length and inclination/s of entrance colbpses
collapses were measured. Finally, a surSrance
face
datum "vas
was painted to corrTcspond
correspond as dosely
closely
f[ce daLum
as possible with the cave datum. To ascertain
roof thicknesses a surface traverse was then
niade frow
thn same
made
from this point on the
csame bearings as
the cava
tbe
cave traverse,
Lraoerse, steel
',teel fence posts being left at
most stations for easy future reference.
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Figure 9. Relationship
between surface depressions and caves: (a)
Taylor Cave; (b) Barkers Cave; (c) The Wind
Twmel and Inner Dome
Caves.

/

a.

When no clear picture emerged re mode of formation of
the tubes and because of their close proximity to some
caves, two wide depressions (Figs. 9a and 9b) were investigated in 1973 by Atkinson and assistants. Similar
depressions were mapped at Wind Tunnel by Irvin and
Godwin in 1988 (Fig. 9c).
The method of study most significant to this investigation was, however, OBSERVATION OF FLOWING
AND YOUNG LAVA. On the Island of Hawaii, in
addition to traversing young lava fields (some still hot!),
in the companyofGA. Macdonald and D.W. Peterson,
Scientist-in-charge and staff of U.S.G.S. Volcano Observatory, the author was able to observe the following
during eruption (Mauna Ulu, 1972; Kilauea Caldera,
1974):
- lava flowing in a channel;
- channel "roofmg"; rafting of "roof' segments;
jamming and accumulation of "roof' segments;
- lava flowing in a tube with lavicicles forming
and dripping from "roof';
- temporary flow stoppage with cooling and
darkening of flow front, followed by inflation
and continued flow;
- degassing of flow and inflation of bubbles
(less than 25 cm) of volcanic gas on the surface
of channels;
- formation of spatter cone;
- formation of tree moulds;
- and other wonders.
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UNDARA VOLCANO AND ITS LAVA FIELD
The Undara lava field covers 1,550 kmz in the NW
quadrant of the McBride Basalt Province (Fig.2). Its
impressive crater (Fig. 3) is 340 m across and 49 m deep
with inner slopes of up to 40". The low rim rises only 20
m above the surrounding lava field. Outward slopes
from the rim vary from 30" to 5° on the NW side.
Although the major outflows occurred to the North and
NW no evidence of a lava tube has been found there,
despite prolonged search.
The crater walls are mainly covered by angular blocks
(up to several meters across) of highly vesicular to
massive basalt. Several indistinct terraces may mark
former levels of a lava lake. Part of the crater floor is
covered with fine red soil containing fragments of
scoriaceous material and a small area of smooth
pahoehoe basalt.
Undara Volcano, 1020 m, is the highest point in the
McBride province. It erupted 190,000 years ago (Griffm
and MacDougall 1975) and lavas flowed from it in all
directions but mainly to the NW (Fig. 6). The major flow
there reached and followed a precursor of Junction
Creek and Einasleigh River for a total length of 160 km
to become the longest lava flow in Australia and one of
the longest flows in the world (Walker, pers. comm.,1974).
Another flow, approximately 90 km long, entered the
Lynd River (Fig. 6).
General thickness of the U ndara lava field is estimated
from 5 m near the edges up to 20 m or more in the
thickest parts. Along "The Wall", West of Mt. Surprise
(Figs. lOa and lOb), the flow could be up to 40 m thick
but this is restricted to the width of "The Wall". Exploratory drilling on the north side of "The Wall" showed
basalt depth of 25 m. Thus, if an average thickness pf 15
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Figure lOa. Oblique aerial view
of "The Wall'~ from the South.
Note mega-columns flanking
central collapsed area at the terfon Edmonds
mination. Photo: Jon

m is estimated for the whole flow, the total volume of
lava erupted from the U ndara Volcano is approximately
23 km 3•

The main lava tube system extends North and then NW
from the Volcano. For convenience four sections (Fig.
6) are named:

It is of interest to note that where rock is exposed near
the axis of the flow, polygonal mega-jointing (Spry,
1962) up to 1.75 m, is evident from the crater to the
termination of "The Wall". The author has not examined
the flow beyond this point but the constant size of
jointing over a distance of 90 km would seem to be
significant.

1. Crater Section - extending North from Undara
crater for 4 Ian;
km; average slope 1.0".
LOO.

The Undara lavas were erupted at temperatures ranging from 11750 C to 12200 C. They do not appear have
had unusual viscosities (Atkinson et. al.,
aI., 1975) which
accords with the conclusions of Walker (1973) that very
long lava flows reflect continued high effusion rates
rather than unusually low viscosity. Stephenson and
Griffin
Griffm (1976a) reached a similar conclusion in a study of
eight long basaltic flows in Queensland.

2. North Section - continuing a further 16 Ian
km possibly
more than 28 Ian;
km; average slope 0.5°.
3. Yaramulla Section - extending West from the Crater
km; average slope 0.7°.
Section for over 35 Ian;
4. Wall Section - approximately 35 km in length; an
almost continuous narrow ridge, known locally as
"The Wall", characterizes the western end of the
system; average slope 0.09".
The caves and arches occur in the Crater and Yaramulla
Sections. In the North Section no caves have yet been

Figure lOb. Tennination
q"7he
Walf'viewedfrom
of "The Waif'
viewedfrom
the North. Note the megacolumns on horizon.
Photo: Tom Atkinson.
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LAB
TUBBS
di:',wvered
deprersions suggests
discovered but a line of collapse depressions
the presence
pre'lC'ice of a lava tube.
CAVES, ARCHES AND COLLAPSE DEPRESSIONS
The lava caves and arches in the Undan
Undara system
';ystem are
rLre very
Mo;~t
well pre';z~reed
preserved in spite of their age (190,(ddJ
(190,000 years). Most
of the known caves, with total length exceeding 6 km,
Htkin;~on and assistants
~Lssistonrs (1972(19nd~
were mapped in ddail
detail by Atkinson
£ixamples are given in Fig. 7 and basic measure1974). Examples
ments are listed in Table 1.
L (Detailed maps are available
requct,r).
on request).
Most
Host of the caaos
caves are elongate in the direction
directioo of the
main
in ain flow. Except for short distances, the original floors
of caves with up-flow entrances are covered by later silty
mnpS and cro';'isections
cross-sections (Fig. 7) and
sediment.
indiment The maps
longitudinal profiles (Fig. 8) indicate the variation in
tzhnpe, size and "roof' thickness.
tdinknes',~
shape,

Although most caves terminate down-flow with coldownward curve of ciilingto
ceiling to silt floor
floor,
lapses or
m a gentle downi'!£Hd
there are exceptions described 10
in a later section. Bark-

Cave

Cave
floors seprnsnnt
represent the
tube~ Some
Ornc floocn
tho final flow in the tube.
floors are almost flat, others are arched, as near the
entrance to Barkers Cave,
Cann, (Fig. 4b) and in some caves
there are pronounced marginal
m:Hsinal gutters (Fig. 4a).
ees}OS(~a smne
mtere:skmgvarlnrions:
Where exposed
some flook;;
floors shom
show interesting
variations:
the best examples of ropy lava being in Pinwill Cave and
SI. Paul's.
Paul's~ In a
the almost inaccessible east Chapel of St
mnce to Barkers
BarPers Caee,
Cave, cruss
crust
central position near the entrance
fragments, approximately 8 cm thick, have been rafted
knanner similar
at c:trying
varying obliquc
oblique cogles
angles (ligure
(Figure 13) in a manner
frozen river.. In Peterson Cave
C~ave there
sbere is
to ice slabs on a fro:ten
a small but unique floor surface: lava drops from "roof'
re-melt
f
l melt ahTcar
appear to have
dave pitted that
the floor
Toor as rain drops pit
pil
a muddy surface.

TAALE 1 - UNDARA
UNDAHL LA
LA TULL
SYill~AM - CAVE DIMENSIONS
mMELPIONd
TABLE
LAVA
TUBE SYSTEM
* Atkinson, Griffin and Stephenson
Ste henson 1975. # Estimate oni
only..
Rngister
~izngth
Maoimum
Maximum
Register
Length
Height
Number
(ASF)
(m)
(m)

* Hanson
* Dunmall Arch
* Taylor
T ivlor
* Peter

* SL
St. Paul's
* SiHah
Sarah
Oilier
* Ollier
* Harbour Liidge
Bridge

* Greeley
* Fsances
Frances
* Opera House
* Peterson
* Stenens
Stevens

* Pinwill
* Traves
* Atkinson
j\lil1OS0n (formerly lohnson)
Johnron)
Wind Tunnel and Inner Dome
fmch
Arch 1
Arch 2
Arch 3 (SW)
Arch 3 (SE)
Picnic 1
Lienic 2 (NE)
Picnic
Hove 1
Dave
Dave 2
* Road
Load
* Bayliss
Nasty
NitSty
* Darcy
* Matthew
* Barkers
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eke, Cave has
das beea
ers
been explored only as far as a lake, the cave
ceiling steadily declining to water level (Figs. 8 and 11).
Several caves have down flow entrances and have little
or
Ok no silt on theie
their floors.
noors~ Apart from collapse tz:
terminarm inations found in some of these up-tube caves, two caves,
~The Opera Hoose
rthrupt
Pinmill and The
House (Figure 12) have abrupt
Pinwill
walls
wrllis across
acmes the cave.

U-1
U-l
U-2, U-3E
)4
U-4
UU-55
U-6
U-6
U-8
U~lOE
U-9, U-lOE
U-11, U12E
U-13
13
U~14
U-14
U-15
U~16
U-16
U-17
U-18
U-19
UU-21
U-22
U-23
UU-24
U-25
U-26
U-27
U-28
tJ-28
U-3O
U-30
U-25
U-31
U-32
U-34
1-34

Maxiinum
Maximum
WidtO
Width
(m)

3
2
lOJi
10.8
3.8

12
6
16.3
9.9

-

-

-

49.4
3P
35
103

3
5
3.8

10.4
14.L
14.3
12.4

-

-

-

3.7
3.0
8.9
1O~6
10.6
7.d
7.8
5+
5
10

17.1
8.8
21.0
14.0
28.0
20.0
25.0
25.0

40

108
lOd
13.8
8

30
102
70.4
150
67
101.2
UlL2
467
160

-

50
100
420
45
50
27
220
9.4
9.L
1350+(1988) 11.5
100 #
6.0#
6.0
6.L
6.3
99
40
i O;il)
no
905 (l
(1968)
13.5

21.2
21.0
18.9
15.0 #
16.3
163

19.8
19.L
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Figure 11: Tenninal lake, Barkers
Cave. Photo: R.
Dutton.
On the walls and roof of most caves there is a lava lining,
typically a single layer up to 20 cm. In some places linings
approach one metre in thickness. At various locations
the tube lining has fallen off the wall to expose the host
lava behind it. The iining
lining is sometimes multi-layered,
the best example being in Pinwill Cave, where fifteen
layers, 2-4cm thick, are revealed at one location (Fig.
14b). At the entrance to the same cave a thin slab of
'The Table", (? showing slight plastic deformalining, "The
tion) has become dislodged and now rests in a nearhorizontal position (Fig. 14a). Most walls feature a
glazed surface, with drip and dribble structures resembling cake icing (Fig. 15). In places there are lavicicles
(lava stalactites), commonly 2-4 cm, rarely up to 8 cm,

suspended from the roof and wall cavities (Fig. 16). Lava
stalagmites are rare.
In most caves, lava level lines and ledges are present,
representing fluctuating lava levels. The highest levels
are usually evident very close to the full height of the
roof, the best examples being in Taylor, Road and
Barkers Caves (Figs 4a, 17 and 18). Within caves, these
lines and ledges had been observed by torch light and
with single flash but never with the clarity revealed in the
Lamont photographs, particularly Figure 4a. The lava
level lines usually slope down-tube at low angles, presumably equivalent to the original tube slope.

Figure 12: Tennination of The
Opera House,
(note "wings'~.
rrwings'~. En(/Wte
trance is downflow. Photo: HJ.
t ,
Lamont,
J.C.U.N.Q.
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Figure 13: ''Rafted'' blocks of crust
of the final flow have jammed at
various angles. Location: Barkers
V. GAtkinson.
Cave. Photo: V.GAtkinson.

Figure 14a: Thin sheet of lining near the entrance to PinwillCave. ? shows a degree ofplastic defonnation. Photo: v.G.
Atkinson.

____________
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Figure 14b: Multi-layered
lining in Pin will Cave. Up
to fifteen layers are exposed
. at this location. Photo: V. G.
Atkinson

~

Atkinson
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m per km, with occasional undulations. The side
slopes of the ridge are up to 29<'. There are several
depressions, within 2 km of the termination of "The
Wall". One of these may represent a collapsed lava
pond which breached the wall. Another, Edmonds
Lake, is a narrower, axial oval depression which is
interpreted as a collapsed segment of the tube.
The significance
signiftcance of "The Wall" is uncertain. The
tongue of lava surmounted by the ridge, certainly
flowed down a precursor of Junction and Elizabeth
Creeks. That the narrow ridge is localized above a
former stream bed has been proved by very successful water bores in its vicinity. The nearly level course
of "The Wall" and the fact that it delivered sufftcient
sufficient
lava to flow a further 70 km beyond its termination
(without further "Wall" features), suggests it had
special features - it probably operated as an extensive lava tube.

COLLAPSE DEPRESSIONS AND THEIR
RELATIONSHIPS TO CAVES
The following measurements emphasize a clear distinction between the collapse depressions associated
with the Undara caves:
caves - up to 20 m wide;
narrower depressions - 30-60 m;
50-1()() m.
wider depressions - 50-100

Figure 15: Lava dribbles in Barkers Cave. Photo: HJ.
HJ.
Lamont,I.C.U.N.Q.
Lamont,l.C.u'N.Q.

The "pavements" (here-named) in Taylor Cave (Figure
18) are evidence of prolonged flow at a constant level. In
the same way as deposition occurs on the convex bank of
a fluvial river, lava consolidates where rate of flow is less
banle This is well illustrated in the
against the convex bank.
film: Anthology of
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park fIlm:
Hawaiian Volcanoes, where flow rates can be
observed to vary laterally across the flow from the
fountaining at Kiluea Iki (1969).

The narrower depressions commonly give entry to
caves. This relationship allows the deduction that
they formed by the collapse of segments of the tube.
One or two "rain forest" trees almost conceal entrances
to some caves but other vegetation within these depressions differs little from that of adjacent open forest.
They are therefore difftcult
difficult to see on air photos.

Wider depressions form a strong linear pattern, made
conspicuous by dark green "rain forest" vegetation (Fig.
5). (See also Fig.
Fig.1c,Atkinson
lc,Atkinson 1988, this volume). These
depressions seldom give access to caves and they have

To date no caves have been discovered in the Wall
Section of the Undara Lava Tube System but it
merits mention here as the first Earth volcanic ~
feature considered analogous to extra-terrestrial
sinuous ridges (Greeley, pers. comm., 1972). This
section of the system consists of a very long
narrow ridge (Figs. lOa and lOb) that rises up to
nearly 20 m above the general level of the flow and
can be traced for 37 km. The upper surface of the
ridge is relatively flat and varies in width from 70
m to 300 m.lts
m. Its down-flow slope averages only 1.72
Figure 16: Lavicic/es up to six em
cm long in Bay/iss
Bayliss
Cave. Photo: V. G. Atkinson.
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Figure 17: Road Cave.
Lava level lines extend
from floor to ''roof'
"roof' ofthis
cave. They are the
tlte most
distinctive yet discovered
in the System and are more
easily studied than at other
locations as they are in
daylight at the eastern enH.J.
trance. Photo: H.l.
Lamont.

have features which distinguish them from the generally
narrower depressions formed by lava tube collapse. The
large depressions vary in shape from circular or oval, for
example Barkers Depression (Fig 19), to elongate (up to
900 m) in the direction of flow, except West of Barker's
Knob, where their erratic shapes may indicate that the
flow traversed marshy ground.

In Taylor Cave, 60 m North of the entrance there is a
long, deep depression directly in line with the initial cave
trend. The cave might well have been expected to
terminate in a collapsed closure beneath the depression,
but this is not the case. Close to the edge of the depression the cave branches and the two passages roughly

Rims of the wider depressions are characteristicallyelevated,
cally elevated, suggesting that they represent former lava ponds. Rims and slopes of the depressions are made up of a jumble of blocks of various
shapes and sizes (Fig 19b). Local areas of blocks
(Fig. 19c) are interpreted as segments of lava
pond crust, because they have flat upper surfaces
with low vesicularity (Fig. 19d). This conclusion
was drawn after discussion with R. Greeley and D.
W.
w. Peterson (1972 and 1974) from similarity to
those depicted in the collapsed lava pond, Oregon, U.SA. (Figures 21a and 21b, supplied by R.
Greeley). Near the base of some depressions
lower surfaces of some blocks are moulded and
occasionally have fragments embedded. Rare blocks
retain an original ropy lava surface.
During the 1972-1974 investigation two caves with
adjacent wide depressions were mapped in detail
(Figs. 9a and 9b).
Figure 18: Taylor Cave. The prominent "pavements" (1 and 2) are evidence ofan extendedperiod
of constant rate of flow. Solidification has been
greatest at the apex of convexity, as in a fluvial river.
There is a cylindrical opening (3) in the "roof'
''roof'
above the figure. The location of this opening suggests that some lava, ponded in Death Adder Depression, (in alignment to the North), may have
tlte tube through this conduit.
conduit.
drained back into the
Photo: HJ. Lamont, 1.C.U.N.Q.
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Figure 19: Barkers Depression, a drained lava pond adjacent to Barkers Cave. (a) Viewed from Barkers Knob, a granite
approx 500 m to the South; (b) View from inside looking South-West; (c) ''Mosaic'' of
ofcrnstal
crustal blocks at steep angles on
inner western wall. Some corresponding cracks in adjacent blocks have been marked with chalk for clarity; (d) Crustal
block showing variation in vesicularity. In the degassed upper surface vesicles are microscopic to small, contrasting
sharply with those of the lower surface.
follow its outer margins.
margins. Each branch closes to an
inaccessibly small tunnel, and near its termination the
east branch bifurcates again. The lava level lines in the
east branch are nearly horizontal and follow along both
sides of the cave and across the wide pillar at the end.
The relation of the Taylor Cave passages to the depression suggests the collapse interfered with the functioning tube. The location of the cylindrical vent above the
person in Figure 18 suggests that some of the ponded
lava drained back into the main tube through it. It seems
likely that "roof' collapse took place into a wide running
tube, which bifurcated around the constriction but was
constricted and finally dammed. At a late stage, the dam
of lava inside the tube was drained through minor
outlets.
Barkers Cave changes its course to go around the major
depression 220 m West ofthe cave entrance (Fig. 9b). A
small cavity occurs in the cave roof close under the
eastern end and there are circular depressions up to 1.5
m across on the inner slope of the depression. These
may be evidence that the depression drained and collapsed into a flowing tube, which adjusted its course
around the collapse obstruction.
Wind Tunnel (192 m) was discovered in 1988 by Irvin

and Godwin. An interesting relationship between the
cave and associated collapse depressions is depicted in
Fig. 9c. At the eastern side of an aligned depression,
entry was gained to an arch 20 m long. At the western
end the cave branched in three directions and the
northern branch opened into a wide depression. No exit
was found in the northwest and southwest branches of
the cave.
Figure 20, from Macdonald and Abbott (1972), shows
Halemaumau in Kilauea Caldera, Island of Hawaii, as
an active lava lake in 1894. Similarity in appearance of its
ndara
raised rim and those of wider depressions in the U
Undara
flow, particularly Barkers depression, gave the author
the first clue as to their origin.
Figure 21, supplied by NASA geologist, R. Greeley,
shows a "mosaic" of blocks, which he interpreted as
former crust of a drained lava lake in Recent lava in
Oregon, USA.

Figures 20 and 21 and discussion with D.W. Peterson
were thus of great interest and significance in aiding
interpretation of the wider depressions in the Undara
Flow. They are interpreted as collapsed lava ponds.
D.W. Peterson et al. (op. cit.) have observed in Hawaii
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Figure 20: Halemaumau, within Kilauea Caldera, Is. of Hawaii, 1894. The lava lake is held in a ring shaped levee built
by spattering and repeated small overflows. (an anonymous etching reproduced by Macdonald and Abbott, 1972).

that lava becomes ponded in specific areas, particularly
where the slope is small. Once formed, the ponds tend
to perpetuate themselves during the life of the flow, even
when the flow front has advanced far beyond. These
ponds crust over, and molten lava beneath the crust is
interconnected with lava tubes that had been developing
in the flow both upstream and downstream from the
pond.

In Hawaii, the crusted surfaces of these ponds have been
observed to subside, as the rate of flow the system
dwindles and ponded lava drains back into the tube.
When he visited Undara in 1976, D.W. Peterson was
delighted to find
fmd that all features that he observed in the
wide collapses confirmed the origin he had suggested.

Figure 21: (a) Drained lava pond,
Oregon, U.SA., viewed from inside.
Note the "mosaic" of crnstal
crustal blocks
fonning part of the wall below the
figure. (b) Detail of "mosaic". Photo:
R. Greeley, NASA, U.sA.
R.
U.SA.
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MODE OF FORMATION OF THE UNDARA LAVA

TUBE SYSTEM
All observations to date conftrm formation by "roofmg"
over a major lava channel and the thickening of "roofs"
by subsequent flow units (Figs. 22 and 23), some of

Figure 22: Cave entrance
structures showing thickenstrnctures
ing of "roofs" by successive
sUTfaceflowunits; (a) Taysuifaceflowunits,'
lor; (b) HariJour
Harbour Bridge; (c)
Peterson; (d) Pinwill,'
Pin will; (e)
Peterson,'
Road; (j)
(f) Bmker. Flow units
Road,'
are indicated by wary lines
recognised flow suifaces.
for reco1JJisedflow
Other near-horizontal lines
are major vesicle zones.
Diagram: P J. Stephenson.

5m

which flowed over ropy surfaces and bear rope imprints
on their lower surfaces. That the ropy surfaces and
imprints are not common is of little signiftcance
significance when it
is remembered that Macdonald and Abbott record
(1972) that ropy structure is often evident only over a
small proportion of any flow.

Figure 23: Roof strncture
structure inside Peterson Cave, (east
branch). A ropy flow unit interface. The prominent arched flow
unit just above the observers
head, has a ropy inteiface.
Higher ropy inteifaces also
occur. Photo: HJ. Lamont,
1.C.U.N.Q
1. C. u.N.Q..
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Final drainage of much of the lava from the System
provided segments that can be entered today. Further
details and discussion of hypotheses concerning the
formation of lava tubes in general and of the Undara
Lava Tube System in particular, are given in Atkinson
1988, this volume.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. 190,000 years ago the Undara Volcano erupted approximately 23 km3 of lava. Its lava field covers
1,550 km 2•
2. The Undara lavas are thought to have had normal
viscosities and no unusual properties.
3. The Undara flow extended 160 km on very low
gradients (average 0.3°). This length resulted from
a very high rate of effusion, coupled with channelling and an efficient lava tube system.
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